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"With Malice toward None, with Charity for All, and with Firmness in the Right"
ROY. MoraHc
SATFRDrZTMAYi,
1919,
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Base Ball Team Strange Accident
One of those
happenings which sometimes
caused us
occur in print-shopto leave out the Base Ball news
last week when the story of the
first game of the season with
'
Mills went unrecorded.
The Roy team bad started
practice a few days before with
the avowed purpose of having
the champion team of Northeast
em New Mexico. The game
proved that they had fast competi
tion, so fast, in fact that the
score (oh never mind) in favor
of.Mills. That fact cnly steeled
their souls to combat and they
sent for Mr. Ray Eastman, of
Maxwell who is recognized as á
pitcher who will deliver the goods
with any of them and they are
s,

-

,

practicing harder than ever.
Swell suits haye been purcbas,;.
'ed and they will look like a
champ, team from now on and
play like it too.
Manager Joe Beck Í3 putting
his best into it and the business
men of Roy are supporting it
.generously.
Make a note of it that Roy is"
in it when tíere ia base ball to
be played tím season and bat
your (money where you will win.
.The Base Ball, Boys gave a
dance after the show Saturday
night and netted the tidy sum of
$65.00 besides having the time of
their young lives till 4 A, M,
(

.
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contained
information
pertaining to an unusual incident
Three brothers had received
the same disabilities on the same
day and at the same place.
Charlie Estes Pyle, 20 years old
Roy Lee Pyle 22 years old and
Clarence C, Pyle 24 years old en
listed in the navy on April 26,
1917, in Los Animas Colo, went
Board,

'
A grateful people never can, never will, forget that last
anú supreme proof of loyalty and devotion to our country, the
fruits and results of which we who survive are now enjoying,
but shall ever hold sacred the memory of those noble victims
tmd Joyfully render unto them the tribute of loving gratitude
that is justly their due.
With this object in view, and to the end that we' may
properly discharge that debt of gratitude ,1, O. A. LARRA-ZOLGovernor of the State' of New Mexico, do hereby des'
'
'' -- v"'.
'
ignate
"V: V, "a
Friday, the 30th Day of May, 1919, as"

"

'

MEMORIAL

DAY

home as well as in all places of worship, in some appropriate
manner to remember and pay tribute to the memory of those
noble heroes who so gallantly died in order to secure the
ot this government and of its free institutions.
Done at Santa Fe, May 23d, 1919.
míSÍ

per-man- cy

Acacia Lodge met last Satur,
day and conferred degrees on
two candidates, taking a reeess
to attend the show and strnle
'nemúíra attending the dance
indulging in two
after and
during"
suppers
the night. They
plan to have a team of proficient
workers here from Raton at their
meeting and conferral!

Governor.

"

MAYOR'S PROCLMATIOiV

MEMOrIAI

.....
DAy AT ROY

...f,

Joe Beck invited the masons
to eat at the Ball Boys Banquet

Pursuant to the proclamations
Friday, May 30th will bé celeof the President of the U. S. and
as Memorial Day in Roy,
at hia expense and was surprisGovernor of N. M. I proclaim brated
All civic fcocieties Churchs and
ed when seven of them ate $8. WOMAN HOLDS RECORD Friday May
30th Memorial Day,
Complimentary
Citizens are planning to march
worth of hash
and urge all citizens of Roy to reFOR
WAR
PROMOTION
.:
way
should
to the Roy Cemetery- and there
any
we
to the cooks
frain from their usual avocations
pay
due homage to Our Heroic
say.
and participate in the Memorial
Dead. All business' houses will
Mrs. Maude Radford Warren's Con. Exercises arranged
for this
,.
tie closed for the day which will
Centenaries duct Under Fire Wln Her Honoo:casion an memory of cur fallen W
The Unit Workers of the Cenobserved in the true spirit of
rary Majority In "Rainbew
..
heroes.
tenary movement will meet Sun
gradtitude, to the defenders of
Division."
P. S. BROWN,
e
directly
day evening
after
our Fiag everywhere.
-

n't

,

.

En-th-

Mayor.
deavor closes. We hope all
Because of her "excellent work
members will be present and among our men and for the wounded
those who are not members are at the front during violent bombardChris Wendland returned last1 J. Frank Smith and wife, of
cordially invited. An interest ment, and her heroic and soldier-likconduct uuder fire," Mrs. Mamie
week from France and is home Mosquero, came to Roy with Mr.
ing program presented.
Warren, noted writer and Y. M. with his parents once more.
Rea and family, cousins of Mm
By Committee.
C. A. canteen worker In France, lias
who are touring to Calif,
Smith
Many friends rejoice with them
boon made honorary major of the
Mrs. Plumlee.
r
two
Fords and stopped tovisu
at his return and hope with the !n
Mrs, Strickland.
They like this country so
them.
parents for the early and safe
"well
they
were reluctant to go
return of his two brothers also
Meeting of the Executive
on.
in the army.
Committee of the Red Cross at
PERSHING VISITS "Y" HEADQUARTERS
the Hall Saturday evening. Impor
tant bUsness,"All urged to attend. Mr. W. II. Wilcox Ch'm
I
,
""
W,
e
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Mrs. Leatta Brockmari-Dtekscis the new saleslady at the FlCer
sheimMerc. Co. store. She is
well remembered asa student in
the Roy Schools, a graduate and
later teacher in. the rural schools
Her home has been in California
for the past two years. Friends
welcome her back to Roy.
n
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Their sale here Monday netted
over $1.150.00 and they reserved
mueh of their best furniture.
Friends wilt regret their leaving!
Roy but wish them success in
home.
their new-ol- d
MfCKlE SAYS

The Roy Hail Insurance Associa
tion will hold another meeting
Saturday May 31st to discuss the
matter of uniform prices for
.harvest hands and other impo- MRS. MAUDE RADFORD WARREN,
rtant matters to all wheat growHundred and Seventeenth Field
ers, The plan for insurance has One
Signal battalion of the Kalnbow diviblanks
and
the
ibeen worked out
sion, now in Germany, and Col. U. D.
for issuing policies will all be in Garrett of the One Hundred and Sevhas Issued a decree that she
'the hands of the Secretary by enteenth
"will be respected and obeyed accordbegins
'
Tne insurance
, tthat date.
'
ingly.'!
,
when you apply for it and pay
Mrs. Warren holds the war record
your dollar membership" fee, so
imany members are now protected, by insurance. It will be to
your interest to attend and take
part in the deliberations Satar
day afternoon.

E. F. Iveyhas stepped the drill
in his well at a depth of 500 ft A
supply of water was
... considerable
300 ft and he will
over
at
struck
in a pump. Input
and
case it
are so manifest
oil
dications of
local interest
aroused
that, it has
display at
on
are
and samples
'
inandfuther
store
Floersheims
made.
be
will
vestigation's

,

for the entire American expeditionary
forces for rapid proiiioflon. Les than
six weeks before receiving her majority he was appointed second lieutenant of the Three Hundred nud
Fifty-fourtInfantry "for her unswerving loynlty and. unselfish devotion In the front lines." .'
Major Warren has bee In France
since May, 11)18, during which time
she has been stationed with a number
of army organizations, lu y. M. C. A.
canteen service and hospital work.
at ChaShe served In' the front-li- ne
teau Thierry, St. .Mlhlel, In the
forest and In the Verdun drive,
and advanced into Germany with the
troops of the
h

oiojA ever rrop fo
, n wf to
"MZ KAISll'S
SOLOItft, BO'O RATHER
--

t

i'--l
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I
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Ceneral John J. Ferrtilnc American exvedltlbnnry

force commander,

leav- -

persenaiiy.
worker
'
General Pershing's inspection of the Y. M. C, A, canteen, which was unannounced, took up an entire morning and he expressed himself soflsfled with
the resalte. At several places he surprised thefuen at their luncheon". At the
Palais dü Glace, where 25,000 Americans eat dally, the first Intimation that the
diners had ct his presence was when the orchestra played the
Banner," and they looked about to find the comroandef in chief of Aw E. Fj
standing at attention.
He Interrogated a number of the soldiers- atiout tlie food' and' the prices-and exhibited the most minute Interest In everything pertaining to their
welfare. At the Hotel Rochester, a Y. M.- Ci A. hostelry on the Boulevard
s
Courellas, he learned with surprise that any private soldier could get
for his breakfast. This was something getíerals frequently had' expert1'

y

"Star-Spangle- d

;

two-egg-

enced difficulty In doing.
To the American women workers at the Palais du Glace he said : 'T want'
to tell you that I appreciate what the Anierlcail women are doing over here:.
It means a- great deal to tli army to have the right? kind of American women
here doing the work you are doing.' Not only Is It good for the- soldiers, butf
you, tooi It gives you a new perspective on1 the' vvork of men, and' on
the war."
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The apportionment of School
Funds by County Süpt, . Alfredo
Lucero shows none for the Roy
Distriet which indicates that all
the first half of our taxes in this
district were paid promptly.
If the last half is paid as
promptly the teachers will soon

get the rest of their salaries.
The last half - is delinquent
tfiTW degrees have a banquet after June 1st.
and a general big time; Springer
Mrs. S. E. Pelphrey and little
and Tucumcari lodges will be in
daughter
Kathryn came down
vited and there will be "Some
from French Saturday to visit,
her mother Mrs. A. L. Collins
Roberts & Olver,1 the lumber- and assist in celebrating her
men have purchased eight lots birthday, returning home Sunday
of the Roy Trading Co, where
17 Cars Cattle
Goodman had his lumber yard be
fore the fire and will start at
T. E. Mitchell branded" 600
once to erect buildings and rehead' of calves this week for
move their lumber business to
shipment to central Kansas. It
that location. It is the lots in developes that while the rate to
the same block with the Foster
Kansas City is 45 cents per hunbuildings.
dred the rate to a point more
than 2 hundred miles nearer is
C. L. Wensell has purchased
Roy near
63 cents per hundred.
the Wagon Mound Merc. Co,
ly lost the shipment on that
business and will assume control
account and it is a matter that
of it at once. He has formed a
ought to be remedied no matter
stock company in which' he, Mrs.
Frank Curns are who runs the railroads.
Wensell and

-

'

TAX NOTICE
Persons receiving notice of delinquent taxe3 for 1917 who have
paid such taxes and have the receipts therefor will pleasé é&IÍ 6íT
me with same that the matter
may bé Set right of record,
, Much óf th3 íeCOfds'wéfé' dé-- '
stroyed.by the fire which destro
ed the office of the former"
Treasurer and Collector and
hence the statements are issued.
Attention to this will be to
your interest and assist me in

S--

that free governments might not perish from the earth.
I earnestly request all the people of our state, in the

1

'

Tom Taylor Jr. and wife of"
Mora were visitors in Roy last
Friday Mr. Taylor, came over
on business coññected with his
Abstracting and Mrá. Taylor
came along to escape the continu
ous rain of the mountain valley.
The
acknowledges a pleasant call and the privilege of getting the records straight.
sheltering them from' the storm
F.S.BROWN,
Treasurer and Collector.
for a time.

On that day I, hereby calf upon all the citizens of New
Mexico to turn out and decorate the graves of the brave sol- -'
diers who died in the great struggle of 1861 to 1865. regard-le- s
of the side in the defense of which they met their deaths
Ibo the graves of our soldiers who perished in the Spanish-America- n
war of 1898, and the graves of those later and noble
youths who in the great world war that has just been brought
to a victorious end, laid down their precious lives to the end

O, A. LARRÁZOLO,
MANUEL' MARTINEZ, Secretary of State.

You are notified that road
work in Precinct No. 22 wijl
commence about June 1st. Make
arrangement to be able to report
when called. Mr. Bias Sanchez :
County Road Sup't will be here
to get the work started. As far ,'
as practical will call workers ad
jacent to road work to be done,
It is the Intention of the County
Road Sup't to first commence
work either an the Cemetery or(
at the Browning mud hole.
E. J.Hi ROY,
Precinct Road Supervisor :

Miss Dan Jenkins, formerly of
Roy was one of the soloists with
the Springer minstrels,

:..:...

.

'

ing a community house in Springer besides having a good time.
The extremely inclement weath
er could not prevent the large
attendance, the guests remain
ed and attended the dance given
by the Base Ball Boys and made
a night of it. We shall gladly
welcome them back anytime they
have have another entertainment
to bring us.

ed

through their training together
were stationed on the United
States battleship Montana assign
ed to the same gun crew and
each had. his left eye destroyed
by the explosion of a thfee-inc- h
shell during target practice in
Chesapeake Bay m Feb 18, 1918
The boys are the ions of James
H. Pyle of Bay City. They had
gone from home at the same
time,
Each of the boys has indicated
.
.
.
.
his desire to take up the voca
tional training work offered by
the Government and to chobse
some phase of farm work for
specializing",
Clarence will take
tractor training, Roy Lee motor
mechanics and Charlie Estes
stock raising."

Nu-Sh-

PROCLAMATION

It is hot only with pleasure, but certainly with pardonable pride, that every true American citizen loves to dwell
upon the efforts and patriotic sacrifices made by our people
for the preservation of this government.
It is with hearts
full of reverent gratitude that we bow before Almighty God
in humble acknowledgement of the inestimable blessing that
He has vouchsafed to grant unto us in helping the efforts of
our people in further maintaining and perpetuating this truly
popular government. In its defense and maintenance many
worthy and noble lives were cheerfully and willingly sacrificed
on bloody battlefields. This great nation, whose unification was
brought about by the mutual sacrifice of brothers, who in turn
fought in the defense of principles which they honestly
to be correct, has been further brought together in a
truly fraternal union by the sons of those who wore the gray
as well as of those who wore the blue, who in a great and combined patriotic endeavor fought, bled and died in foreign battlefields in the defense of our common flsg

representatives of the Federal
District Vocational Educational

The show presented by the
o
Springer people at the
Saturday night was greeted by a
packed house and was a hummer
from start to finish. The ladies
realized a nice little sum for
their local enterprise of furnish-

By the Governor of the State of New Mexico
A

.

Springer Show AboutRoadWork

Memorial Day

Mrs. J. G. Smith of Pleasant
View hands U3 the following
story, the victims of this most
remarkable, accident are her
nephews
"A report from one of the field

Number 20

,

'

l
j

Ellis Abernathy is laying for
the thief who stole the gas, spark
plugs and tools from their tractor Monday night. He left the
machine all ready to start plowing next morning and had to
come to town, buy a lot of supplies and lose half a day by reason of the theft. He and his
trusty shotgun will reckon with
the next thief that trie3 that

stunt
Cravens I'lumlee was called
home from Albuquerque last
week on account of the serious
illness of his father Dr. C. Plum
lee, He was able to return to
his studies this week as his
father is better. The Dr.'s
mother and brother were also
summoned from Missouri on ac
count of his illness.
Will Brashears left Sunday
for Denver where he will spend
a few' weeks learning all the
secrets of vulcanizing auto tires
and gain skill in applying them
as well as some other special'
ties in the auto repair line. The
Roy Garage is senbing him and
it is part of their policy to have
only real experts in all lines.
Mr. Krashears will be a more
useful citizen than ever on his

return.
i

Kr
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SPANISH-AMERICA-

Denver Directory
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Teachers

;

School Officials

By

RUPERT HUGHES

'

rescue his child. She always called on
vwww""" "
him in an emergency and he always
responded. '
Leila came home eventually full of
gossip and triumph. Her Dutlih gown
had made a tremendous success; the
furnish you desirable teachers.
other women wanted to murder ber. We can
COLORADO TEACHERS' AGENCY
Mrs. Kip broke In on her chronicles
FUD DICK, MUUftt
with the dismal announcement of
Denver, Celo,
Klttredg Bid.
4
Daphne's new Insanity. Leila was almost as bitter In opposition as Mrs,
Kip had been, but from quite another FACTORY
motive.
Leila had aristocratic Impulses and looked forward to social HIGH TENSION MACNETOS
Full stock of Prti Prompt Sep.
splendors. She would gain no help
Tice all makee of Magneto,
sister
husband's
from the fact that her
'
t l I 1 Generators, Motora, Batteries.
was a theatrical straggler. ,
'
I
' THE 1UTD ELECTRIC ÍPH.IIIICE CD.
Daphne escaped an odious battle
Denver, Cola,
Broadway
need
of
by
referring
to
the
with her
close study, and retreated Into her
own room, locking her mother out
i She stayed there, repeating her lines
over and over and trying to remember
the action that went with them as
Miss Kemble had played it She had
a quick memory, but the intonation of
'.
i
the lines gave her extraordinary diffS0S-SO-

SERVICD

Cosyrlght br Harper A Brotten
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THANKS TO DUANE, DAPHNE GETS THE CHANCE
COME AN ACTRESS

TO

BE-

IF SHE CAN MAKE GOOD.

Synopsis. Clay Wlmburn, a young New Yorker on a visit to Cleveland, meets pretty Daphne Kip, whose brother Is In the same office with
Clay' In Wall street After a whirlwind courtship they become engaged.
Clay buys an engagement ring on credit and returns to New York.
Daphne agrees to an early marriage, and after extracting from her
d
father what she regards as a sufficient sura of money
for the purpose she goes to New York with her mother to buy her trousseau. Daphne's brother, Bayard, has Just married and left for Europe
with his bride, Leila. Daphne and her mother Install themselves In
Bayard's flat. Wlmburn Introduces Daphne and her mother to luxurious
who seems
New York Ufe. Daphne meets Tom Duane,
greatly attracted to her. Daphne accidentally discovers that Clay Is.
penniless, except for his salary. Baynard and his wife return to New
York unexpectedly. The three women set out on a shopping excursion
and the two younger women buy expensive gowns, having them charged
to Bayard. Bayard Is furious over the expense, seeing hard times
ahead. Daphne, indignant, declares she will earn her own living and
breaks her engagement with Clay.
money-worrie-

IX.

CHAPTER

Daphne bent her head so quickly
that his pressed lips touched her hair.
She flung backward and thrust him
away and broke from his hold.
"Agh!" she groaned. "T suppose I
deserve the Insult for trusting you."
"I didn't Intend it for an insult"
He followed her with pleading arms.
She backed awny and found herself
In a corner, flushed, furious, at bay.
"How dare yon?" she stormed, and
thought with nausea how often the
phrase had been used and wltii what
hypocrisy.
It seemed to fall familiarly on his
ear, for he laughed comfortably. "How
can I help it?"
"If you touch me 111 I'll hit you."
He pnused, stared deep into her
eyes.. "Do you mean It?"
"Of course I mean it."
"I'm sorry," he sighed. "But won't
you let me explain?"
"You don't have to. It's all my
fault for Inviting you here."
"Oh, no, I beg you not to think that
I'm such a cad."
"Please go I"
"All right I" he murmured, and left
the room.
She heard his stick rattle as he took
It from the umbrella Jar. She thought:
"There goes my opportunity my career ! Well, let It go I It wasn't worth
the price l"
' Duane appeared at the door again
to say: "Oh, by the way, that introduction to Mr. Reben. Do you still

want it?"
"No, thank you, not from you.

Good-by.-

"

He bowed farewell, then changed
his mind, entered the room and sat
down, and motioned her to a seat as
if It were his house.
"Miss Kip, may I say one word to
you? I don't pretend to understand
you women people. I'm not sure now
Just how sincere you are, Just how
much of a ninny you may think me for
being rebuffed eo easily. Experience
Is no guide.
But well anyway
what I wanted to say Is this there Is
hardly any man that would even
bother a woman unwilling to be bothered if he could only be certain that
he was really bothering her. Do I

make myself clear?"
"Not In the least"
"Well, then, I give up. But I must
leave you a bit of advice. You say
you want to earn money. If you do,

X

I
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false it Is, or how true; no man can
know but there is a tradition that
every woman expects every man she
meets to offer her an Insult that's
the technical term as soon as they
are alone.
"That feeling is what women are
going to run Into every time they try
to force their way Into business. It
will die out I suppose, to a certain extent, as you crowd into our field. It
will be one of the last privileges
you'll lose. You're already permitted
to stand up In street cars and go out
after dark alone. By and by you will
have to make your advances to the
men yourselves In the frankest manner, Instead of subtly as now."
Daphne broke in coldly "That will
be a very welcome day to most of us."
Somehow It did not sound convincing to her. There was grave conviction, however, In his response!
."It will be a mighty welcome day
to us poor men, Miss KIp. For most
men haven't tie faintest desire to
spoon with women. It's, hard enough
for some of them to keep their own
sweethearts and wives sufficiently caressed. Then there's another thing
If I'm not boring you I haven't made
as long a speech since I was a schoolboy and recited 'Spartacus to the
',
.
Gladiators. "
- "Go on, please," said Daphne.
"A
woman ddesn't often get the chance
of hearing a man tell the truth about
these things."
Her sarcasm chilled him a little, but
he went on:
"I Just want to say this It's an old
man's advice to a young woman going into business: when a man asks
for a Job he brings references, and
they are investigated; or he answers
a lot of questions, and he Is given a
trial.' Or when two men meet in a
club or elsewhere they shake hands.
That handshake Itself is a kind of investigation of character. They learn
each other's politics and religion and,
prejudices as soon as they can.
"So when a man meets a woman
he Is apt to be thrown with a good
deal he is apt to say, 'What sort is
she?' But the thing that annoys a
man roost about having to do business
with a woman Is the fear that he will
either compromise her or disappoint
her. That's the first problem to get
out of the way; and there's nothing
easier for a woman to do than to convince a man that she doesn't Want him
to try to flirt with her if she doesn't"
Daphne cried, "In heaven's name,
tell me how it's done."
"The way to convince him Is to be
convinced yourself. If you're sincere
he'll know it."
"But I was sincere with you, and
you didn't know it."
"I didn't know it at first, but I soon
did I think ond now that's what I'm
driving at nil this long while. If you're
going Into business competition with
men, play fair." Every now and then
one of them, as soon as he finds himself alone with you, will be polite
enough to insult you. But the average
man will let you alone If you'll let
htm alone. Suppose he does make a
mistaken advance, If you could be
sensible enough not to get mad, not to
feel besmirched, but Just take it as
a matter of course and say frankly:
'No, thanks, I'm not interested. I un
derstand you perfectly, but you needn't
bother,! or something like that, and
soy it honestly, the rest would be plain
'

sulllng.
"And now, If you'll forgive me for
talking your arm off and If you'll prove
It by letting me help you, I'll promise
never to kiss you or try to till till
you ask me to."

Daphne laughed refreshedty at his

"And May

t Arrange for
Reben

You to Meet

7

on the stage or In any other business,
you will meet a lot of men who will
feel It their duty to try to kiss you
at the first opportunity. It's not only
because you are so pretty, for I really
believe the homeliest girls get the
motst kisses.
Perhaps it's because
they're not so particular but, anyway. It's not because men are villains
that they try to kiss women, but because they're obliging. There Is an
Id sryvstitlon I don't know how

had said that he might have a chance
to place her at once If she could come
to his office without delay.
Opportunity bouncing out at her like
a
alarmed her. But
she faced It plucklly. She put on her
hat with trembling hands and went
down In the elevator with Duane.
sThey went up In an elevator at one
side of the lobby of the theater and
stepped out at Reben's office door. A
number of somber and despondent
persons of a theatrical complexion
were waiting there also, the wretched
Lazaruses of art.
Duane spoke to a respectful office
boy, who disappeared through a door
and returned to beckon him In. With
heart bounding high and bubbling at
her throat Daphne entered the theatrical world by one of Its most gilded
portals.
The great Reben sat bulklly behind
an ornate table-desand dismissed
a still more ornate stenographer with
a nod as he rose to greet Duane.
Duane did" the nonors : "Mr. Reben,,
I want to present you to Miss Kip,
Miss Daphne Kip."
Rehén greeted her with suavity and
his eyes were even more enthusiastic
than his words. Daphne was at her
superlative degree and anxiety gave
her a wlstfulness that was appealing
to Reben. Women's charms and
made up a large part of his
wares In trade.
"Have you had any experience?"
k

"None."

"Studied elocution?"
"Never. I .never spoke a piece in
my life."
"Good I Amateur theatricals?"
"Never. I never seemed to care for
them."

"Better yet I What makes you think
you want to act now?"
"Money. I want to earn

mone- y-

get rich."
"I see," said Reben, and fell Into a
profound meditation, studying Daphne
seurchingly.
Duane seized the opportunity to rise
and say : "Well, I'll leave you two to
gether to talk terms. It would be In
delicate for me to know Just how rich
Miss Kip Is going to be."
He had no sooner gone than Reben's
manner changed slightly and Daphne's
courage vanished.
Reben paced the
floor as he talked. Bis path kept
slowly closing In around her like the
walls In Poe's story.
"Yon look like Miss Kemble," he
said. "You have somewhat the same
temperament. Yon like her style of
play. That may be your Une. I can't
tell. Of course I don't know how well
you can act Perhaps you never could.
Kemble Is great, but she comes of an
old theatrical family. Of course you
have one great capital your beauty;
for you are very beautiful, Miss Kip,
very. Let me see your eyes !"

He had a right to ask If he were
going to hire her eyes, but she looked
up cravenly, for the burly satrap was
leaning over her. His left hand was
on the arm of the chair, his right on
the back of It His left hand was gradually enveloping hers. It was a fat,
hot hand, and his face was so close
that it was blurred in her vision.
Then
she remembered Duane's
words. She controlled herself enough
to put them to the test.
She pretended to look coldly Into
Reben's face, and she said, with a
brave show of calm: "Mr. Relien, I
didn't come here to flirt with you and
I don't Intend to. I came here for a
Job as an actress. If this sort of thing
Is a necessary part of the Job I'll go
somewhere else."
Reben backed away and stared at
her. He was rendered foolish by her
rebuff and he stammered, "Why,
- .
meant no harm."
She went on with the Duane system
of treatment : "I know you didn't. You
meant to be polite, but you don't huve
to be so polite to me. I don't expect"
It and I don't like It"
"All right, all right !" Reben growled,
pacing the floor again, but in a constantly receding path. (, He did not
speak. He felt that he had made a
fool of himself, and he was embarI-- r-I

rassed.
Daphne was so frightened with her
success that she got to her feet, saying: "I suppose this" means that you
don't want me to work for you. It's
true, then, what they say about the
stage."
"Nonsense! Of course not! Rot!
I never see most of my people except
at rehearsals or performances. I've
never spoken to
of 'em.
If you want a Job you can have it, and
no concessions are ,iecessary. You
don't have to make love to me. You
make love to the audience, and if you
can capture that you can slap my face
every time you see me."
Daphne ' was astounded. She was
engaged! She was exultant and
thrilled with gratitude to Duane for
introducing her to this marvelous opportunity and for the wisdom of his
three-quarter-

s

Impudence, and he laughed, as well as
he might And they shook hands with
comradeship.
"And may I arrange for you to meet
Reben?"
"I hate to ask you now. I've no
right to trouble you. But I'm terribly
anxious to get a Job."
"And I'm terribly anxious to get you
one."
counsel.
'You're awfully kind," she said, and
Reben said: "The general underled him to the telephone.
study of the Kemble company has
She felt that it would be Indelicate grown tired of waiting for a chance
to listen, and went back Into the liv- to appear in public. She's quitting me
ing room of the apartment There this week for a small part In a road
Duane Joined her in a few moments company. You can have her place If
with the terrifying news that Reben you want It Do you?"
.
'

"You bet er Indeed I do. How
often does an understudy play?"
"As rarely as possible."
Daphne's joy turned to lead.
Reben added : "But we don't pay by
performances. I'll pay you twenty-fiv- e
a week. You wanted money.
There's a little of It for a start Do
you want it?"
"Will it lead to anything better?"

.

"It might."
"Am I to understudy Miss Kemble?" iculty.
She remembered one of Miss Kem-ble- 's
"Yes, and all the other women
most delicious effects. She came
roles."
and, paus"And when do you suppose I'll get a on the stage unannounced
whimsically
smiled
doorway,
ing
In
the
chance to play Miss Kemble'a part?
and said, "How do you uo?".' That was
Soon?"
-!,.
all Just "How do you do?" But she
"Never, I hope."
"That's encouraging!"
"If Miss Kemble fell 111 we'd ordinarily refund the money, because she's
the star. But sometimes we might
have to give a performance at short
notice. Chances in the other parts
might come any day."
"And you'll give me a better chance
when you can?"
"Indeed I will. If you have the gift,
the sooner I find It out and the harder
I work It the more money I make.
The more you earn the more I make,
I'd like to pay you ten thousand a

1

ill
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"I'd like to have you. All right
I'll try."
He pressed a button on his desk
once, then twice. The office boy ap
peared, followed by the stenographer.
Reben said to the boy: "Is Mr. Batterson here? Send him to me." To
the stenographer he said: "Fill out a
contract for Miss Kip Miss
What's
the first name? Miss Daphne Kip.
Salary, twenty-five- .
Make It a three- year contract"
Reben motioned her absently to her
chair and said, rather for Duane's
sake than for hers, she felt : "Sit
down, won't you, till the contracts
come? and pardon me If
He finished the phrase by the deed.
The office routine went on and Daphne
might have been the chair she sat In,
for all the attention he paid her. She
felt rather ungallantly Ignored. Still,
she bad asked to be treated on a
business basis. He was taking her
at her word.
Before the contracts were ready
Mr. Batterson appeared. He was one
of Reben's stage managers, a worried,
emotional little man, worn to shreds
with Lis task of stimulating and cor
recting the emotions by which others
earned their wages and fame.
Reben Introduced him to Daphne
and explained her new office. Batterson seemed none too well pleased with
the news that Daphne was Ignorant
of stage work to the last degree. He
had found It hard enough to make the
experienced actors read their Unes as
they must be read and keep on read
ing them so. To teach this dramatic
infant how to walk and talk was an

I"

-

unwelcome labor.
He took Daphne Into his office and
pulled out a set of parts. When she
stumbled over them he cast his eyes
heavenward In his swift impatience.
He explained them with a vinegary
gentleness. He talked to her of the
canons of Interpretation. He walked
through her scenes and spoke her lines
for her again and again and yet again.
But somehow he could not teach her.
He tried everything but beating
her. He flattered her, wheedled her,
parodied,' satirized, rebuked her, and
occasionally he cursed her. She did
not rebel even against his profanity,
because she had no confidence In herself to 'support her resistance. She
felt that she Was far worse than he
said she was when he said she was
worst. She used all her funds of resolution in keeping from throwing down
the part and running, away In tears.
She had none left for asserting her
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The Next Day Batterson Telephoned
Her That He Had Called a Rehear,
al With' the Company.
uttered It so deliciously that a ripple
of Joy ran through the audience.
Daphne tried to master the trick of it,
but with no success.. She said "How
do you do?" In dozens of ways, with
no result except to render the phrase!
meaningless gibberish,
Daphne flung down the part she was
studying and flung away ambition, and
went out to tell the family that sh
agreed with them.
She was confronted by Leila In a
Bayard had telerole of despair.
phoned that he could not get home foi
dinner. He would not be home in
time to take Leila to the theater as
he had promised.
Leila was in a frenzy. She had nothing to do but wait for her man to
come
and take her somewhere.
Daphne understood the tragedy of the
modern wife: dowered with freedom,
pampered' with amusements, deprived
of the blessing of toll, unaccustomed
to seragllan torpor, she must yet wait
on the whims or necessities of her husband.
Daphne reconsidered her decisions.
Better all the difficulties and heartaches of the actress-trad- e
than this
prison loafing of wifely existence. She
had something to do.
CHAPTER
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The next day Batterson telephoned
her that he had called a rehearsal
with the company. Daphne' went to
the theater In terror. The stage
looked utterly forlorn with the actors
and actresses standing about in their
street clothes Under the bright lights
with the people made up and the audience In full bloom, like a vast garden, there would be Impersonality and
stimulation ; but the present scene was
as doleful as the funeral of an unpopular man,
Courage was largely a matter of her The Photo Supply House
superself forcing her reluctant feet
forward. A soldier ordered to leave
a bombproof shelter for an advance,
Kodaks-Fil- ms
a playground of shrapnel, has Just the
Photo Goods
r
Develop any size roll film 10c.
struggle with his
system
Catalogs mailed free; mail orders solicited
that Daphne had with hers.
With the kindliest smile an amiable
wolf ever wore Batterson invited the Eastern Auto Radiator Mfg. GoJ
fluttering lamb to come to the stream
we m&nuiactura and repair
and drink. Daphne came forward In
'
Radiators for
a trance and heard Batterson say:
Passenger Cars, Trucks,
"Ladies, and gentlemen Miss KIp.
Tractors, Stationary Engines
our new understudy. Give her all the
Send In your work for estimate
help you can."
1083-6Miss Kemble had graciously chosen
Bmawir Dm, Olmas
to be present for that purpose, though
the result was only to Increase Daphne's embarrassment. An imitation in
At xi to Vx Factory Pricei
the presence of the living model was
a double load to carry.
i : . Send for our big free list Parti

right to politeness.
Once Daphne was out !n,the street
again and relapsed from the ordeal of
pleasing Batterson, youth and ambition brought hope back again. Broadway at twilight was athrpb with enthusiasm aqd he caught zest from the
crowds. She was going home to study,
carrying her Uttle set. of textbooks like
a schoolgirl. But she felt the.' wings
of conquest fledging at her ankles or
the wheel of fortune spinning Under
her toes.
Her very first effort had succeeded.
She was a woman with a salary. She
would be no longer a parasite on any
man. She had a career and a business
as well as the best of them,
Her mother was at . home alone.
Leila had gone from that tea party
to another to which Mrs. Kip was not
invited. Daphne's mother greeted her
with relief. She told her news with a
gush of enthusiasm. It left Mrs. .KIp
Daphne's hope's of becoming a
cold, very cold.
wom
great actress receive a rude
She was a pious, church-goinan, Mrs. Kip. She had always looked
hock, but she Is given a chance
upon the theater as a training school
to show what the can do, and
again It Is Duane to whom she
for the fltlll lower regions. She went
owes the chance. She is afraid
to plays occasionally, but usually with
a feeling of dissipation and' worldll-nes'of the obligation under which
Besides It was one thing to see
she Is placed, but Duane- asplays and another to act them.
sures her that she can repay
him In the end.
Daphne tried to reason her mother
Out of her backwoods prejudices, but
she only frightened her the more. Mrs.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
KIp retired to her room to write an
urgent telegram to her husoand de
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Choice bid of veal, creamery butter and fresh
egji combine with other tempting; ingredients
to give Libby'i Veal Loaf it delicate, appetizing
flavor. Order a package from your grocer today.
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Enemies Now.
Mrs. Slush I don't believe Mis
Chati Is a true friend of yours.
Mrs. Mush Why?
Mrs. Slush She tried to get me to
say something about you. She pressed
me to tell my real opinion of you
but not II
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SAFE, GENTLE REMEDY
"
BRINGS SURE RELIEF
Tor 200 years GOLD MEDAL Haarlem Oil has enabled suffering human-It- y
to withstand attacks of kidney,
liver, bladder and atomach troubles
and all diseases connected with the
urinary organs, and to build up and
restore to health organs weakened by
disease. These most important organs
must be watched, because tbey filter
and purify the blood: unless they do
their work you are doomed.
Weariness, sleeplessness, nervousness, despondency, backache, stomach
trouble, pains in the loins and lower
abdomen, gravel, rheumatism, sciatica
and lumbago all warn you of trouble
with your kidneys. GOLD MEDAL
Baarlem 00 Capsules are the remedy

BUND

MAN POULTRY FANCIER

you need. Take three or four every day
The healing oil soaks Into the celia and
lining ol tne moneys ana drives out
the poisons. New life and health will
surely follow. When your normal vigor
has been restored continue treatment
for a while to keep yourself in condition and prevent a return of the disease.
Don't wait until you are Incapable of
fighting.
Start taking GOLD MEDAL
Haarlem Oil Capsules today. Tour
druggist will cheerfully refund yonr
money if you are not satisfied with
results. But be sure to get the original
imported GOLD MEDAL and accept no
substitutes.
In three sizes. Sealed
packages. At all drug stores.

The Pleasures of Travel.
no," said the ancient
Arkansawyer, ''I hain't never did much
of what you'd call traveling. I was 97
years old last grass; born and raised
right here In Shagbark township, and
hain't been outside of the county but
once. That was when I was about 30
years old. I went over to Torpldvllle,
and they Just nacher'ly took and started to lynch me the minute I got to
town, for something or nuther, I never
did find out what. One foot was already In the air and the other barely
touching the ground when some feller
came running and hollered that they
were making a mistake I wasn't the
As soon as they
guilty party
turned me 1 ose I Ht out for home as
the crow files, and I hain't done no
traveling to speak of since. I always
flggered that on the next occasion the
feller that knowed It was a mistake
might not get there in time to do me
any good." Judge.
"Wa-al-p't- u

Missourlan Has Made Success of the
Work, Despite Handicap Wrich
Would Seem Insurmountable.

'

Blind Edward Jones, of Jefferson
City, Mo., has made a record In keeping poultry whreh many who nave
eyes have not equaled. Moving among
his birds, which seem to understand
how he is handicapped, and guided
only by his sense f touch, he performs his dally work. He has built
his own poultry house and brood
coops, and has hatched and raised all
his chicks. Blindness does not prevent him from culling his flock. The
birds not intended to be kept are mar

keted as broilers, and the others ere
kept for the production of winter

eggs.
Mr. Jones attended every poultry
meeting held In his section last fall.
He Is now trying to organize a poultry
club for blind people, and the home
The Result
demonstration agent In the county
"The police suspected a blind tiger
has volunteered to read to
the publications on poultry sent In the building, so they raided a susfrom the United States department of picious photograph gallery."
"Ah! a case of arrested
agriculture.
Nonexistent.

Quite Acceptable.
"What's your notion of an ideal hus"This star says she cannot bear anyband?"
"A man who lets his wife have the thing gross to come near her."
"She does, does she? How about the
last word in hats, gowns and
gross receipts?"
KaQQOQOB&QBM

Wow's The Time
to enjoy that drink of all table
drinks,

The Original

Postum Cereal
An invigorating cup of rich, snappy
and delicious to
flavor,
the taste. The very thing to add
to your solid table enjoyment, for
it is part of the meal not merely
something to drink with it
full-bodi-

ed

Postum is boiled just like coffee
(full 1 5 minutes alter boiling
but unlike coffee it is pure
Coffee drinking
and drug-freusually upsets nerves, stomach and
heart, rostum contains nothing
harmful. -
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New Orleans.
London. Missing for six 'days and
virtually given up for lost, Harry G.
Hawker and his navigator, Lieut Commander Mackenzie Grieve, British airmen, who eHsayed a flight across the
Atlantic ocean without protection
against disaster save what their frail
airplane afforded, are safe aboard a
British warship.
Some 1,100 miles out from Newfoundland and 800 from the Irish
coast, the aviators, making the best of
an engine which was falling to function properly, were forced to alight on
the water. The little Danish steamer
Mary, bound from New Orleans and;
Norfolk for Aarhuus, Denmark, picked
up the wayfarers aud continued on her
northward voyage.
Lacking a wireless outfit, the captain of the steamer was obliged to
withhold the good tidings of the rescue until he was opposite the Butt of
Lewis, where the Information was signalled by means of flags that Hawker
and Grieve were aboard his ship.
Immediately word was flashed to
the British admiralty, which sent out
destroyers to overtake the Danish vessel and obtain confirmation. This was
done and one of the destroyers took
the airmen off, and later transferred
them to the flagship Revenge.
From this safe haven Hawker sent
a message that his machine had
stopped owing to the blocking of the
water circulation system.
When the airplane sped away from
her starting point Pilot Hawker let
loose his wheels and undergearlng,
thereby lightening the weight of the
machine by a considerable amount,
but making a possible landing In Ireland a more hazardous venture.
This probably proved of much advantage when It became necessary to
alight on the water. The airplane remained afloat without much difficulty
during the hour and a half It took the
Danish steamer to effect a rescue.
Hawker sent the following message
from the Revenge to the Dally Mail:
"My machine stopped owing to the
water filter In the feed pipe from the
radiator to the water pump being
blocked with refuse, such ns solder
and the like, shaking loose In the
radiator.
,!ít was no fault of the
e
motor, which ran absolutely perfect
from start to finish, even when all
the water had boiled away.
"We had no trouble in landing on
the sea, where we were picked up by
the tramp ship Mary, after being la.
the water for ninety minutes."
The news of the rescue has electrified all Britain.
All England Is stirred by. the news
of the safety of the two aviators. The
one person In Knglund who had always

moisture-lade-

atmosphere,

n

and a rainfall of 70 Inches per annum,
to a dry dessicating area and a rainfall
of under 10 inches per annum, and
with every gradation between these
extremes, the State Is able to grow
every kind of fruit from mangoes to
cherries, and not only can the State
grow this variety of fruits, but It can
produce many of them of such 'quality,
and to such perfection, that they cannot he excelled In any part of the
world.
On the North Coast, adjoining the
State of Queensland, the climate and
conditions are almost tropical. Here
the ralnfp.ll Is heavy, the air laden
with moisture, and In sheltered positions frosts are unknown, and here
flourall the fruits of the
ish ; mango, custard apple, banann
and pineapple are seen side by side,
and the passion fruit and guava grow
wild In the bush and produce an
abundance of the finest fruit without
any cultivation whatever.
The orange, lemon and citron likewise thrive with very little attention
and nowhere in the world can they be
brought to greater perfection, provid
sub-tropi-

.

promise excellently.
The olive, both for oil and pickling,
thrives luxuriantly In many parts of
the State, and promises to be a most
profitable industry, as the tree Is a
rapid and vigorous grower, cropping
heavily, bearing good fruit and coining
into bearing in much less time than It
does In Europe. Experts say that the
conditions prevailing on the Western
slopes of the tablelands are, as a
whole, much more favorable to the
growth of the olive than the most re
nowned olive districts of Spain, Italy
or France. Adv. '
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held hope was Mrs. Hawker.
She always
maintained that Providence
would protect her husband,
and,
though she received condolences from
all classes of people, Including the
king, she said that she had never
ceased to believe that some time and
In some way her husband would come
back.
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Airman Leaps to Death.
Cleveland.
Hundreds of persons
saw Frank McCusker of New York
pilot of a mail airplane, leap 200 feet
to his death from a burning machine
here. The cause of the accident Is
not known. When the machine was at
a height of between 300 and 400 feet
McCusker was seen to climb to the
frame. Then the airplane plmiged and
the pilot was seen to leap. McCusker
was alive when picked up. He died In
a police patrol while being taken to a
hospital. His skull was fractured and
his neck broken.
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New York, May 26 The Danish
steamship Mary, which picked up
Hawker and Grieve, was originally the
British freighter Groveliall and was
built at West Hartlepool eleven years
ago. The Mary is not equipped for
rescue work, being Just a little single-deckeship, traveling in high latitudes
to shorten the route and save coal.
Her net tonnage is 1,124 and her
length 1Í78 feet. She was bound from
New Orleans for Aarhuus, Denmark,
May 4. Making eight knots an hour It
days on her last
took her thirty-thre- e
trip to the westward from Shields to

Few parts of the world possess natural facilities for the production of
fruit in greater varieties than New
South Wales, owing to the extent of
the country and the great difference
in climate, ranging from that of the
temperate regions of the higher tablelands to that of the tropics on the
northeastern seubourd.
From a

from

ft-i-

Wales.
RESCUED
OCEAN BY DANISH

BIRD-ME-

Its, high quality finds a ready
market In Europe.
Cherries do remarkably well In every part of the-- tableland and the Red
Kentish cherry grows almost wild and
bears a heavy crop of fruit.
In the central district of the State
there Is an enormous extent of country with a solf and climatic conditions
slinllur to portions of Spain and Italy,
that Is specially suited for the growth
of the.vine, the olive, the fig, the apricot, the drying peaches, In fact for
nearly every variety of drying fruit,
especially rulsins, sultanas and currants. t
The date palm has been successfully
Introduced into New South Wales and
al. Pera Bore, near Bourke 000 miles
west from Sydney the trees planted

only the choicest varieties are
planted, and that the trees and orchards are thoroughly attended to.
The country Immediately north and
south of Sydney ,also offers great facilities
the cultivation of the
orange and the lemon, and the growing of citrus fruits has become one
of the principal industries In the districts surrounding the metropolis.
In this portion of the State's orchard,
peaches,' nectarines, apricots, persimmons, pears, quinces, apples, plums
and table grapes grow to great perfection and add much to the picturesque-hes- s
of the country as well as to the
prosperity of the settlers.
The appearance of these orchards
on the lower slopes of the mountuln
side and along the sunlit river rises,
with row upon row of trees, bright
with misty blossoms, or bowing beneath the weight of luscious loads, is
well known' to tourists, from many
lands, who are not allowed to leave
New South Wales without visiting one
of its most .attractive. centers.
In the tublelands there are large
tracts of country widely separated
from each other, but which have a
climate and rainfall that are admirably
adapted for the production of fruits
of the temperate regions, Including apples, pears, plums, quinces, cherries
and all kinds of berry fruits, such as
gooseberries,
raspberries, logan berries and mulberries, and hardy nuts.
In those districts the winter Is more
or less severe, snow not being uncommon. The summers are clear and
warm, with cool nights, so that although there is sufficient sun heat to
put plenty of sugar In the fruit, It
does not ripen as rapidly as in wanner, or In more humid parts, and posIt
sesses much greater firmness.
therefore keeps well when shipped, and
ed

OSIE BIGORGIIARD

,

Two Sizes
at Í5c and 25c

Washington. Soldiers who fall to
pay their premiums on government insurance after discharge will be given
a nine months' period In which the policy may be reinstated under a war risk
bureau ruling. Insurance on which
premiums are not paid will be classed
as lapsed after ninety days, but at any
time during the six months following
the lapse may be reinstated by the Insured If he furnishes a physician's certificate and pays up back premiums.
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SPANISH-AMERICA-

Church Directory
The Spanish -- American
.

Piif
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IRVIN OGDEN, SR.

Saltcriptioa $1.50 Per Ter
second-clas-

s

matter at the

postoffice in Roy, New Mexico.

Twenty-seve- n

UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL

Meets each Sunday at
at Christian Churcn.
presence is necessary.

Roy, New Mexico

EDITOR AND PUBLISHER

Entered as

Farm Loans.
4

Newlv furnished thruout,
new methods, Catars to the

'

s.

if

I

w

Mrs Laughlin

'3

A

barrea.

monev
v

TO LOAN

w.

fj

Y. P. S. C.

CD

--I

Jj

THE UNIVERSAL CAQ

O

Of

Proprietor
all parts of the world have ratified the league of nation by
You Don't have to wait for the
accepting the treaty of peace
money. It is waiting for you.
Sena- FOR SALE- :with Germany. Thirty-nin- e
n
Farm Mtg. Co.
Cultivators and a
tors ypposed the covenant of the Two
Mgr. Roy N. M.
Harrow Used but one sea- P. J. Conklin
league and threatened obstructiI also have a lot of fine
on. Are these Senators persuaded son.
n
human;
for sale.
represent
that they. still
Mills, N. M.
FredFluhman,
and
hopes
ity's wishes,
New Mexico.
ROY,

Plumlee Hospital

'

Mrs. J. P. Reynolds Music
Class.
$5.00 per month, two
Senatore Lodge's advice to
lessons per week. At presen
some of his fellow "robins" not
at Mrs. Crowe's. SEE HER.
to discuss the latest draft of the

every family

f

CHRISTIAN

,R 0 Y

ally become a part and parcel of human life.

Services 2d Sunday ofeact
month at 11 a. m. 8.00 PM.
4th Sunday of each month j.at
11.00 a. m. and 8.ÜU p. m.
Communion service at the morn- ing service.

You want one because its service will be profit
'
We solicit your order at once because
itble.

Eyes Tested and Glasses
Correctly Fitted,
CARUS PLUMLEE,

while production is limited, it will be first come,

first supplied.

Physician in Charge.

league of nations covenant was
wholly superfluous in the case of
cut, in
Header For Sale,
several of them. They had long good shape. Reason W sp1 ling is
since resolved to' chirrup no that I need a bigger machine.
more on that subject.
(2-Roy
M. N. Baker,

as-i-

I III i

Z-

-

'

PLEASANT VIEW
First Sunday each Month at 8,
p.m.
MILLS
11.00 a. m. 8PM.'
at
Sunday
3rd

lli

12-f- t.

J. B. LUSK
Attorney

It is requested that the urgent FOR SALE- :- Roan Durham
need for men to man the ships
Bull, 2 vears old also a new
of our Navy be given the widest
Will make very
publicity, and the
for
low
cash if taken
brices
of every loyal American citizen.
C.A.STRAWN,
once.
at
Transportation from their
Go-Dev-

man.

Unusual opportunities are now
offered in practical electricity,
radio telegraphy, steam engineer
ing, machinery, first aid pharmacy, band music, bookkeeping,
typewriting, etc.
Men with trades can get better
all around experience in the
Navy than anywhere else, fifty- five trades employed.
An enlistment in the Navy improves a man mentally, morally

ROY and MILLS CIRCUIT

New Blacksmith
Shop

Stove Store
Tin shop,
Headers!
Headers!
Machinery
'Farm
;'
Stock Tanks
Wind Mills
Oil Stoves
Well Casing
Harvester and Auto Oils
Wagons
Pumps and Cylinders
Gas Pipe
Cream Separators
Header
Good

East of I. O. O. F, Hall
Horseshoeing, Wagons, buggys
and Farm Machinery repaired
All work guaranteed
English and Spanish spoken

2d-ha-

C.B. STUBBLEFIELD & Co.

(incorporated)

Insects and Forest Fires.
Mules For Cattle
Insects ciiusH the destruction of
I have two span of good work more timber that would otherwise be
and physically.
which I will trade for available for building purposes Hhiili
mules
Ages for enlistment for full
See them at the Mrs. Hep-- do forest fires, according to InvestigaAmerican citizens are from 18 to cattle.
made by the bureau of entomolhum farm 4 miles north 1 east of tions
People's Home
ogy at Washington.
35.
18-J. H. White
Solano.
Journal.

I

HE... I'

miles

east of Roy,

CATHOLIC

FT

LiJSSi

Height of Clouds.
Clouds are very variable in height
from C00 to l!,000 feet. The clouds in.
thunderstorm may bo very deep
from two to five miles and more

hence the appearance as to
very

deceptive

are intermediate.

Í J'J--

l

Special Sal e

Toilet Goods and Drugs, Three Day Event, Monday, Tuesday,
and Wednesday, June 2nd 3rd and 4th, Be here on time.
Of

Smelling Salts regular 25 cent
package 15 cents

"Peets Special"
soap,

"Peets Special" Flake Coca

hard-wat- er

cents

4 for 25 cents.

Hard-wat- er

Castile

10

Kalon Derma, Medicated toilet
soap, regular 20 cents 3 for 37c

soap

2for 15 cents.

A Government Tax of 1 cent for each 25 cents or fraction thereof will be
added to these prices according to law.

Drug Specials
Wilson's CARERGA for False Teeth, prevents soreness and keeps the mouth in a healthy condition. Holds
dentures firmly and comfortably in place price 50 0
"Tanlac" the well advertised tonic and blood purifier, sold for $1.15 everywhere our price $1.00
Sixty cents Groves chill tonic for 50 cents.
Thirty cents Groves baby bowel medicine best remedy
for babies introductory price 25 cents.
Thirty cents Groves tasteless worm powder introductory price 25 cents
50 cents Dr. Caldwell Syrup of Pepson 43 cents during this sale.
Hot Springs Eczema Remedy, A positive cure for
Eczema regular price one dollar sale price 70 cents.
$1.00 Hot Springs blood remedy for 70 cents.
$1.00 Hot Springs Rheumatism cure, A positive cure
'
for 70 cents.
Paregoricsale
price 20 cents.
25 cent3 Chamberlain's
25 cents Chamberla'n's Pennyroyal sale price 20 C
25 cents Chamberlain's pure castor oil 5 bottles $1.

Toilet Articles
Janet cold cream regular.price
sale price 20 cents.

25

cents

Palm-Oliv- e
Vanishing cream regular
price 65 Cents sale price 54 cents.

35c

Chamberlain's Bay Rum special for

25 cents,
Chamberlain's Toilet cream regular 25c
package Special 20 cents.
25c

Chamberlain's hand Lotion sale price

20 cents.
25

cents Paragon Violet rice powder 15c

30c

Janet complexion powder 25 cents

Palm-OlivCombination Talc powder
and puff regular 60c for 50 cents.

Colgate's Cashmere Bouquet powder in
Flesh and Brunette, regular price 25 cents
Sale price' 15 cents.

e

60c Pompein

Eeauty powder for 50c.

30c Cutex Nail Polish for

60c

Pepsondent

Pastor

SUNDAY SCHOOL
at 10 A.M. each Sunday,
P. L. Gunn, Superintedent.

va

m '4l

Our
Standard

pm

First Sunday in each month;
Services 11, A. M., 7.30, P. M.
Rev. W. A. Dawn, Pastor.

350

In his Hie do a silly act.

7 :30

BAPTIST

d,

Roy,New Mexico.

T

Proprietor

acres
Mass twice each month 2d ano
under cultivation will allow a 4th Sundays
at the Catholic
part to be summer-falloweRoy,
N.
M.
Church.
Possession given in time to plant
Plenty
of
fall.
crop
a wheat
this
Masses: 8 and 10 a m.
house, barn,
water, good
Service at 7 30 p.m.
GOO
32xG0 ft under construction,
acres of grass fenced, 500 acres
Rev. Fr. Felix Vachon,
open range. This is a moneyPriest in charge,
maker, one of the best wheat
farms in the state. If interested
see or write
Optimistic Thought.
There is no one that does not once
L. M. Wagner Roy, New Mex.
5

a m and

M. WILSON,

J.

J. W. Beck, Manager,

960 Acre Farm For Rent

at Roy Christian
11

2nd and 4th Sunday at Mills
11 a m and 7:30 p m

NewMex.

ROY,

nd

2

3rd Sunday
Church

and LIVERY

.

J.D.Romero Pro.

Regular Services as follows:
1st Sunday at Newton School
11 a m and 7:30 p m.

oy Garage

Baum Bros

Hydrated Lime!
40 lb. sackB or in bulk,
Roberts & Olver

return transportation.
A cruise in the Navy is a
liberal education for; any young

Methodist Episcopal Church

NEW MEXICO

ROY

Roy, N. M.

homes to El Paso Texas, will be
'furnished id ail eligible young
men if rejected for any reason,

0. W. Hearn, Pastor.

at Law

Prompt and Careful Attention
Given all Business Entrusted
to me

il.

E,

President
Mrs. Myra O. DeFrees, bec'y
Meets at the Christian Chureh,
Roy, N. M every Sunday evening at 1 o'clock.
A cordial welcome extended to
all visitors.

ought to have its Ford car. Runabout. Tour
'
ing Car, Caupe, Sedan, (the two latter have en
closed bodies), and the Truck Chassis, have re

South-wester-

16-Di- sc

seed-cor-

frUpt

Mr. F. A. .SARGENT,,

Ford cars have become such a world utilitv

thaf it would alm33t seem

A. W

Your

G. K. ABERNATHY,

o'

V
W

best trade.

goverments in

o
u

10,"

Tooth-Past- e

25 cents.
for

50c.

Cumulus

distance-I-

clouds

THE

NOTICE FOIt PUBLICATION

All of Solano New Mexico
TAZ VALVKRPE,
Register.

8

Administrator's Notice

&FNOTICE is hereby given that letNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
ters of administration upon the eslate
of Claude Herbert Hand, deceased,
Department of the Interior,
have been granted to the undersigned
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, New
by the Probate Court of Mora County,
May, 13, 119.
New Mexico, bearing date of March 4, Mexico,
Notice is hereby given that
1919.
Filomeno Olivas, of Albert, N. M. who
All persons having claims against
on Jan, 20, 1916. made H-No, 021413
said estate are required to exhibit
for the'SWi; WJ SEJ, Sec,30 andWJ
them to me for allowance within six
31, Twp, 20N, Rng. 29E, NM
months from date of said letters or NEiSec.
PM,
they may be precluded from any benefits of said estate and if said claims has filed notice of intention to make
Final Three Year Proof, to establish
be not exhibited within one year from claim to
the land above described, bethe date of the granting of the letters fore w.H. Willcox, U.S. CommlFsioner
on said estate, they will bi forever at his office at Roy, N. M., on !
barred.
July, 9. 1919,
'
I). A. ESPY,
Claimant names as witnesses:
Administrator.
Victoriano Martinez Juan Tafoya
Federico Pacheco Jose Domínguez
State of New Mexico )
'
Ail of Albert, N. M.
89.
VALVERDE,
PAZ
Regimen
"
-'
)
County of Mora

Bank
With
The

Roy

'

"The Bankbf Helpful Service"

6-- 7

Its many safeguards for the peoples money: .
Its Capital, Surplus and Undivided profits over $40.000.00
Its alert Board of Directors

...',."

I hereby certify that Letters of AdNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
ministration vvas granted on the estate
of Claude Herbert Hand, (deceased) on Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
the date above written,
Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
In testimony whereof, I have here
May 13, 1919.
unto set my hand and affixed the Seal
Notice is hereby given that )
of the county Court, this 4th day of Charles E Merrill, of Solano, N, M,
March, 1919,
who, on March 27, 1916, made H. E, no
021940, foa WJ-Sand
PEDRO A. DURAN,
sec.
N,
Probate Judge. 15, Twp, 17N, Rng, 25E,
M, P. M., has filed notice of intention
to make Final Three Year Proof to
NOTICE of PENDENCY of ACTION
establish claim to the land above de
Im Justice's Court of F. H. Foster,
'scribed, before
4
Justicé of the Peace, PrecinctNo. 22, Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his office in Roy, N. M., on .July 8th, I91r.
Claimant names as witnesses:
P J. Laumbach
ER Noyes
H E Noble
Charley Farley

C. B. Stubblefield Company, (a corpo
ration), Plaintiff-- is.

Defendant.
J. Á. Winters,
Notice Is Hereby Given to the

8

YOUR
--

'

'

PROTECTION

I'!-

Roy Trust and Savings Bank,
'
New Mex.
ROY,
NOTICE FUR PUBLICATION

....

,.

Farm Loans

.

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
;
Office Santa Fe, N. M. May. 24, 1919.
Notice is hereby given that Leslie
Scoope, of Mills.Mora Co, N. M., who
H.
on July. 16, 1914, and June 10th 1916,
xr
made homestead entrys, No. 021J78
SEJ-NE- J
and No.021629 for NEJ-SEif ABARfttW H
8
and NW1.
H
to
Sec 34 T.22 N, ' R. 24E. N.M. P. Meri1
Jg
LOAN
Vvjro
3
dian,
has filed notice of intention to
S
02
make Three Year Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described,
F H Foster, U. S. Cora'r at
July. 10, 1919.
Roy,N,N.
Ymi
have to wait for the
Claimant names as witnesses:
money. It is waiting for you.
Ed Cheney
A. A. Hurford
South-Wester- n
Farm Mtg. Co.
G. A. Mallinson
Charles Cheney
Roy N. M.
all of Mills, N. M.
J. Conklin Mgr.
I FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register
Nl-NE-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

above

Its Conservative Policy

J,

all of Roy, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.

named defendant, J. A. Winters, that
his property, being a Dodge Brothers
Touring Car, is attached in the above
entitled action, and that unless he. appear before the above nmed Justice ol
the Peace, at his office in Roy,
on the 4th day of June, 1919,
at the hour of 1 o'clock in th after
noon, judgment will be rendered
him for the sum of One Hun-

a

re

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,

May 13, 1918
Notice Is hereby given that
Charlea W Vest, of David, N M, who,
on Nov, 15, '15 and April 24, 1918,made
H E. 021110 an t 02593, for SEi Sec, 6
and SWJ Sec 5, Twp, 17N, Rng, 31E,
'
NMP,
Dollars,
e
Ninety-ninand
notice of Intention to
filed
dred
has
property attached and sold to satisfy make F inal Three Yea? Proof to establish claim to the lar.i above dethe said debt.
scribed, before Charles P Talbot, U. S
1919..
Dated this 9th day of May,
Commissioner, at his office at jj
FRANK L. SCHULfZ,
Clayton, N.M., on July 7, 1919.
(5 n
Constable.
1
Claimant names as witnesses:
New-Mexic- o,

rWt

his-sai-

BE

3

1

C

c

2

Liberty Garage

New Mexico

Clayton

PAZ VALVERDE.

Register.

1

May.

8,1919.
Notice is hereby given that, as directed by the Commissioner of the General
Land office', under provisions of Sec.
2455 R. S., pursuant to tne sipplicationt
of Hugh C. Mitchell, of Roy, N M.
Serial No. 025174. . we will offer at
public sale, to the highest bidder, but
at not less than $1.75 per acre, at 10
o'clock A. M. on the 17th day of July
1919 next at this office, the- - following
Sec 10 .T2ÜN
tract of land; 'SWi-NE- J
R 27 E, NMPM.
The sale wil not be kept open, but
will be declared closed when those
present at the hour named have ceased
bidding. The person making the hig-ebid will t8 required to immediately
pay to the Receiver the amount there

"C"

OÍ4-1E-1- 9.

'

NOTICE

FOR

PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior, U. S. Laud
Office ut Clayton, New Mexico.
May 13, 1919
Notice Is hereby given that
Bing-leD Athins,of Abbott, N.M. who
no,0257S2
on Feb. 2:i?, 1918, made H-Sf c, 5,
for the
Sec, 8, Twp. 22N,
Sec; 6 and
Rng, 25E, NMP.
Meridian, has filed notice, of intention
to make Soldiers 3 year proof, to estab
lish claim to the land above described,
before VV H. W illcox, U.S. Commissionr
at Roy, New Mexico, on July 9, 1919
Claimant names as witnesses;
Joseph T. Bills
Robert E, Brock
Allie J Aguilar Joseph R McKee
6- - 28
all of Abbott, N M.
of.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Any persons claiming adversely the
Register.
above described land are advised to
file their claims, or objections, on or
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
before the time designated for sale.
PAZ VALVERDE
Department of the Intesior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico.
Register
6
May 13 lill
hereby
given that
Notice
Is
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
William H, Gay of Roy, N, M, who
No: 021712
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land on Feb 23 1918 made H-Office at Clayton, New Mexico.
for NiSec. 34T22N R29E
May 8th, 1919
V. M. P. Meridian, has filed
Notice is hereby given that
notice of Intention to make final three
Leopolüo Andrada, heir for the heirs year proor, to estaonsn ciaim. 10 me
of Modesto Andrada, deceased, of Roy and above described, before F. H.
N. M. who, on Sept. 29th, 1615, made Foster. U. S. Commissioner, at his
H-Sec. 12 & office at toy, New Mexico, on the
no. 020952 for
191
Sec. 1, 8th day of July,
WJ-Sand
names as witnesses :
Claimant
NMPM.
26E.
Rng.
18N.
Twp.
Hfrry Smith
Lyell Hazen
filed notice of intention to make Final
William Heath Johnson Campbell
Three Year Proof to establish claim
all of Roy, N M
to the land above described, before
PA55 VALVERDE,
F. H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at
office at Roy, N. M., on
Register
SKJ-SE-

WJ-NW- 1

st

Blacksmith & Machine Shop
General Blacksmithihg: Horse Shoeing;

Expert

'

J. D. WADE, Mechanician.

Garage
Raymond A Pendleton, Expert Mechanic, in charge
Automobile Accessories, Gas and Oils:
Welding,
Repair Work,
Cylinders
and Bearings Trued by' the newest
Processes and most Accurate Machines.
All Repair Work fully Guaranteed.
Oxy-Acetyle-

Re-bore-

d

handle all
at List Price-M- ade
in Ford Factories. We have them, in, stock all the time.
We

FORD-PART-

S

The famous "MILLER"and ' DREADNAUGHT'
'
guarantee.
TIRES ar.d Tubes, 5000-mil- e
Auto Livery; Cars Housed and Cared For at
Reasonable Rates.

All of Rov.

New Mexico.

PAZ VALVERDE,
Register
NOTICE

FOR

PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico.

May 13. 1918
Notice is hereby given that
Emilio A. Chavez of Albert N. MeX,
who on May 21,, 1915 niade H. E. No.
020124

for

SEJ-NE-

Sec,19,

wj-N-

Sec, 17 and SEi
l
18, T. .21 N R 29E
Sec,
May 18, 1919
X. M. P. MeridNotice is hereby given that
filed notice of intention to
has
ian,
HHomer C. Mc Kinzieof Solano N. M. mnl.e three vear proof, to establish
on Dec. 1 1915, made n.
who,
claim to the land above described, be
No. 018042 for NE1 Sec.19 T 18N R 28E fore F. II. Foster, U. S. Commissioner,
v. jr. p. Meridian, has filed notice of nt. Rov. N. M.. on the 8th day of May
intention to make final three year proof, 1019.
to establish claim to the land above
Claimant names as.witnesses :
described, before F. II. Foster, U. S.
Jose A, Rorrero
M, Valdez
avid
Commissioner, at Ills office at Roy, New
Chavez
Mariano
D.
R.
Galléeos
Mexiro or. the 9th d y July 19 9
of Albert New Mexico
all
Claimant mimes as witnesses:
PAZ VALVERDE,
L. M. Liviigston
ndrew S. Troup
Register,
G. R. Perry
D. N Livingston
Sec. 20.

SWi-SW-

,!.

t

.

ery

Bring

?..
.

Department of '.he Interior, U. S. Ix.'i
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
April 26,li)19
'
Notice is hereby given that
Mary Todd formerly Mary McCryt tal
of Roy, Mora Co,' N. M. who, on May
27, 1916 made Homestead Entry No.
Sec.18. and
020187 for NEJ;WJ-SE- i
NWi-NE- l,
Sec. 19, T.
and NEi-N20N Range 25 E
N. M. P. M., has filed notice of
intention to make Three Year Proof
to establish claim to the land above
described before F. H. Foster, U. S.

your Mechanical Troubles to us,
Its Our Business to Fix Them.
all

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, New
April 26, 1919
,
Notice is hereby given that
of Roy Mora Co, N. M
who, on May 27, 1919 made Homestead
NJ
Entry No. 020186 for SWi-NWSec
SWi, SEi SWJ, Sec-1Sec. 19, T. 20N R.25 E
20. and
N. M. P. M., has filed notice of intention to make Final Three Year Proof
to establish claim to the land above
described, before F. H. Foster, U. S

el

i;

J,

R. A. PENDLETON & SON,

0ce

o

at
A

. .
liU.r.or, .,.

ISt

j

u.

.

um
f

M

few ..ic.iu

10

I""J

Notice ';. hírtb- - ívf. " A
of Mosqu'.v.vNTw-MexicWilliam A. L
18 rnJi 2tiWS
who on
made Homestead Entry No;020tJS. and
No. 020332 for the

"
o

Jau

!

Ej

tt..

.

,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

i,

i

:vtg

Jepartmer.t

Sec. 24 T. 18Ni R. 29E' N. .
filed
has
M.
P,
notice of intention to make Final Three1
Vear Proof to establish claim, to
above described, before W. Hi.
land
Commissioner, at Roy, New Mexico,
Willcox, U. S. Commissioner at his
on Juiie 9, 1919
... M
office at Roy N. M. on tha-'- ,
Claimant names as witnesses:
5lh day of June 1919
Katie Montoya
J. H. Mc.Grystol
Claimant names as witnesses? :
Robert F. Todd
Harry
Elmer T. Mc Daniels, John U. Tobies
all of Roy, N. M.
Hard R. Shrum, William' T. Lofton S
PAZ VALVERDE,
of Mosquero,
Register.
New Mexico.
.
.f. PAZ VALVERDE; Register.--

Fanny-McCryst-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION;
Department of the Interior, U. &
Office at Clayton, New. Mexicoo
April Í7, 1919
Notice is hereby given, that V&SMt
Isidro West of Roy Mora. Co .Ne"
Mexico who on July 24. 1915
Entry No.. 020462 for SEI.

Iwt

i

made-Homestea-

Stat..
Sec. 12. and SEJ-3Sec. 11, T. 18N, R..26E, New Meiiw
P. M., has filed notice of intention ta
NE;NEi-SEl;Wi-NEfcNkN-

13,

SWJ-SW-

J

make Final Three Year Proof to establish claim to the land above deCommissioner, at his office in Roy,
scribed, befora F. H. Foster, U S. Ca
1919
9,
bn June
missioner, at his office at Roy N
Claimant names as witnesses:
on the 7th ay of June 1919.
J. H. McCrystel
Katie Montoya
Claimant names as witnessesrRobert F. Todd all
Harry Lostroff
Hiram D,
Pedro Narvaez
7
of Roy N.M.
of So(ano
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
Leopoldo Andrada Lee West, f

Proprietors,

'

ií.,

-

UpiJ

6--

TO THE PUBLIC

Et-Ne-

SJ-N-

June 19. 1919,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Claimant names as witnesses:
David Gonzalez
Pedro Nsrvaiz
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
larcelino Esqibel
Charles Vsrne
Office at Clayton, New Mexico.
4

Wood-Wot- k;

Repair Work

Power Machinery, Lathes, Drills, Saws, Planers and
every kind of Power Equipment.

NJ-N-

8

st

NOTICE FOK PUBLICATION

Employs only Expert Mechanics in all Lines

.

i;

'

6--

-

ISOLATED TRACT
PUBLIC LAND SALE
Department of the Interior U. S. Land

at

Goral-men- ,

of David, N MCharles H f'ryor, James C Malone,
6 28
Rosebud, N M,

NOTICE FOR PUBDCATI0N

Office

Harrison

G- -7

tiu..l

,

6--

James F St Peters,

h.

Are for

L

-

Mora County, N. M.

SEL Sec.35 T.22N R. 29 E. N. MU
P. M. has filed notice of intention taiv
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land make final three year prqpf, to etJ-lish
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
claim
to
above
deBcriWL
land
the
April 20th 1919
Foster, U. S, Conuauás-sion- er,
Notice is hereby given that H ar befare F. H.
his office Roy, N. M
at
ry C. VanHorn of Roy, Mora Co, New
on Jupe 16 , 1,919.
Mexico who, on March 9th 1916 made
'
Claimant names as witnessesr
Homestead Entry No. 021840 for WJ
A. P. CarterHarry Smith
Section 6 Township 18 N. Range 25 E
Edgar Frazier
Bill Heath
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
all bt Kephart N. M.
of intention to make Final Three Year
PAZ VALVERDE,- Proof, to establish claim to the land
'
Register,
above described
before F. H. Foster U. S. Commission
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
er at Roy N. M. on June 12,Ü919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
,
J. O. Smith
Webb Kidd Department of the Interior U. S. Usui"
Antono Torres
James Sansbury Office, Clayton, N. M.rApril. 26, lSia.
Notice is hereby giVen that RAymondA'
All of Roy, New Mexico.
Arguello of Albert Union Co. N. K- PAZ VALVERDE,
1916 made HomeeteMS
Register. who, on Aug. 16,
Entry No. 022743 for NWJ-NW- i
See.&
Twp. 20N, Range 29 E; N.M. P.M.
NOTICE F0IÍ PUBLICATION
filed notice of intention 'tó rr.alia final
Department of the Interior, U. S. Lar.d
tliree jear proof to estalih-l- i tlulm tit
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
the land al'ov' ib sr.iilit d, before W.H.
April 2it:i, 1919
Willcox, U.S CommiB.iioner, at his of
Notice is hereby given thai
N Mvx. fice in Key, N. M., on June. 9th, li)l!,
John B. Davis of ií
who, on March G, 1G1H made HomeOlnimant names as witnesses:
Dun'el Cenzaltí
Section Frank Gons-.lestead Entry No. 02 133 for
Simon íithxdti 17
31
II Township,
E. Jütm i'. Arguello
N, Ha-gN. M. P. M., has fñe no7
All if AllertN. M.
tice of intention to make Three. Ysat
PayisU- PAZ VALVERDE.
Proof to establish claim to the lend
above described, befcre F. H. Foster,
U. S. Commissioner,
at F.oy, N. M.,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION'. j
on June 10, 1919.
ISOLATED TRACT.
Cláimant names as witr.ecscs:
Silas Anderson of Gallegos. K. Me :.
PUBLIC AND SALE.
Jim Malone,
Chjrley IVj or,
Department of the Interior,
" OQce at Clayton, New Masüty'.
John G. Green all of Kosebnd N. f,
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
19.
Jan. 24. 19fi
"C" cf
Notice L'l..:.ly given that, as di(iafti
NOTICE rOR PUBLICATION.
by ILe Commisiiccr of the Gem'Iii
ollNce, ui.iler i .visions of See.'
Land
Department of the Inteilor
24.").", R. S. pursuant to theapicaitoa
U. S. Land Office at Claytcu, .v
r.i Jus. L. To:ver, o.' Ms'ri.', JTmh
April 20, 1919
i.Iex'.co, S rial n .023"00, we will oÜTerr
Notice is hereby given that J
highest biárr
Green, of Rosebud N.M. who cr. ilar. at public sa'e. lo the
per 'acn
"out u. -- u. m
tlmi
li,W
y
Ent-1916
6,'
made Hcmes'.ead
N, 10 o'clock A. M.,
17th day ol"
the
-,
'n
17 W.
021796 for ,WJ Sec. 11 7.-;.
'':::e 1919 next, Htthisotlice, the folio--Rng. 31E NMPM. his filed art:: 3 of
SEJ-SSec.
land;
of
tract
three-yea- r
intention to make
;rci, nZ27 n. n í:z. n. :i, : m.
to establish eld:.: lc
rne sale will s..t U l:r;,f cpen; but
described,
btfc.v fwill bedeclaieC c'osed when those pre- the land above
F.H.Foster, U.S. Commissioner, ut hie ent at tl.j hour named have oas',al
; Juns !0.1?:D
Office Roy,N. M. on
The pt i s n makin lh lb'yi1--s- t
bidding.
Claimant names as witnesses:
bid vvi.i be required to isbii'Uiiteljír
y lo
lUt.er Ikv immi.UDt
Silas Anderson cf Gallegos, N. I.'
'
herecf.
M,
John Davis of Rosebud, H.
the-- :
'.i.j i" i o.. claiiiiirv d
C. II. Pryor
Ji.n Malii2.
to.
vi - peC.i í'.ed líná r
All of Rosebud, N Me.x
c! tims. rr cbjrction, . n or:
the:,
.ile
TAZ VALVERDE.
'Rj'LUr lieforu the iine sicnated for sale.;;
"
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Keiristeri
--
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SPANISH-AMERICA-

require that a Special Tax of
fractional part of 10 cents, be
collected by the Vendor, from the customer, on Ice .Cream,
Soda Water, and the other drinks, etc. served at Soda Fountains.
For the convenience of my customers, in making change,
and to facillate in computing the Tax, I have adopted the following schedule prices:
Ice Cream Cones, 4c. The Revenue Tax is lc, making
total cost to customer. 5c.
Ice Cream in dishes, 9c per dish; Revenue Tax lc, making
'
cost to customers 10c.
Ice Cream with Syrup, 13c per dish; Revenue Tax 2c,
making cost to customer 15c.'
Ice Cream with fruit, 18c per dish; Revenue Tax 2c, making cost to customer 20c.
Ice Cream Soda, 13c per glass; Revenue Tax 2c, making
cost to customer 15c.
Soda Water, any flavor, 9c per glass; Revenue Tax lc,
making cost to customer 10c.
For your information, I will state that there are many
combinations of Ice Cream, Soda Water, etc. which are served
at the Fountain, but which it would require a long list to
name, but you will remember that all of them come under the
above general classification, and on all of them Revenue must
be collected, according to the price at which they are sold.
Phosphate drinks, Coco Cola, and Root Beer are classed
as Soda Water; the various Sundaes as Ice Cream.
The Tax on most of the drinks sold in bottles is paid by
the manufacturers, therefore it is not collected at the Fountain. It has been necessary to reduce slightly the quantity of
Ice Cream served in the dishes and cones, but this seemed
preferable to the constant handling of Penny change.
Respectfully,
;

M. D. GIBBS, Proprietor,
FAIRVIEW PHARMACY, Roy, N. Mex.

é
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Registe . j.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
NOTICE FOK rUBUCATIOH
April 26, 1919
Notice is hereby given that
Department of the Interior, U. S. La$2
Jose Ynes Lobato of Sab'noso, N. M.
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexie.
who, on July 6, 1916 made Homestead
'
191
Mny 24.
Entry no. 022321 for NJ SEl;SWi-S!C- i
)
given
that
is
hereby
Notice
J
Sec. 35 T. 18NR. 25E N.M.P.
Delfina Aguilar of Roy, N. M. whe
M. has filed notice of Intention to make
on Oct II, 1915 made H. E. No. 02483
Soldiers final three year Proof to esJ
SWJ-SWSec. 25,
d5I&
tablish claim to the land above de- for
3&, XQ
Seo.
gee
and
26,
NEi
SWi,
S.
U.
H.
Willcox,
scribed, before W.
KMPMr, bm
Commissioner at his office at Roy, N. ÑT"R. 24 E.
6.7
filed' notice cf intention to make- - towm
on June 10, 1919
year proof, to establish claim to th
Claimant names as witnesses:'
. t
Teodoro Lobato land above described, betor
Juan Jose Samora
Commissiowe?"
U.
S
all
H.
Butieres
Catarino
F.
.Foster,
Faustin Butieres
Roy, New Mexico, on July 19 Ki
of Sabinoso, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Claimant names as witnessesr
Register.
Juan Isidro Romero, Seferino Garcü
Francisco Esquibel Vicente Kart.wiar.
NOTICE FOU PUBLICATION
All of Roy, New Mexi.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
FRANCISCO D ELGADC,.
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Mexico..
PAZ VALVERDE,

The U. S. Revenue Laws
1 cent, on each 10 cents, or

SE1-SW-

SJ-Se-

--

'

6-- 28

.

Apr.

.

29 1919.

Not'ce is hereby given that
Lyell S, Hazen, of, Kephart N.
M. who, en Sept 20, 1915, made H. E.
SJ NEi.NJ
No. 019854, for
NEJ-NEJ-

.

Register.

Cleaning and PressingMrs. Seidel and Miss Martinet
-

,
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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE.

All EPITOPE

OF

"luxury tax."
Repeal of tlie
Adoption of the suffrage amendMaintenance of the United States
'
employment service.
Return

CONDENSED RECORD OF THE
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.
Ui

FROM ALL SOURCES
DOINOt,

Western Neeiepapor Union nswa aerilce.

WESTERN
years old,
years a member of the
for twenty-fiv- e
Chicago board of trade and at one time
reputed to be the biggest cash grain
dealer In the middle West, died at his
home In Pasadena, Calif.
A gigantic wolf pelt measuring eleven feet from tip to tip Is on exhibition
at McCarthy, Alaska. The big wolf
was one of three killed when a party
of trappers attacked a pack of wolves
In the woods near McCarthy.
The Rev. J. Cronenberger, pastor of
the First Christian church at Corval-lla- ,
Ore., was drowned while attempting to swim across the Wllamette river
birthIn celebration of his forty-fiftday. The body has been recovered.
When ordered to eat all the hash he
had baked for the crew of the barken-tln- e
Puako, the cook jumped overboard and was drowned, according to
members of the crew who reached San
The hash was sour, they
Francisco.
TO

h

said.

The Iowa Federation of Labor

the railroads

under a

con-

vention selected Fort Dodge for the
convention city in 1920, and
Fred A. Caulfleld of Cedar Rapids
president Charles B. Cain of Dubuque
vice president, and Earl
was
C. Wllley
of Sioux City, secretary-treasurer.

James Tyren, former employé of the
Sacramento city 6treet department,
was hanged at Folsom state penitentiary for the murder at the capital

Faith

five-yea-

tion.
The continental base of the American destroyer fleet will be transferred
Immediately to Antwerp from Brest,
and all the fleet's activities will be directed from there until late in June,
when the base will be shifted to America.
The Amerlaan colony, represented by
200 members of the American club,
welcomed the new American ambassador, Hugh C. Wallace, at a luncheon
In Paris. The ambassador's speech was
a tribute .to the American woman dur'
ing the war.
thirty
One hundred and
prominent
men have entered their names as members of a party which will tour the
United States this autumn to study
Among those
economic conditions.
who will make the trip will be twenty-fiv- e
members of the Swiss parliament.

May 10, 1918, of his two children, Holland, 12 years old, and Alice, 7 years
old. Before execution he asked to be
burled beside his two children.
A number of the leaders of the
A resolution condemning Oregon as Chinese
students In Tokio, writing
one of the worst states in the union
their names with their own blood,
with regard to the divorce evil and have signed a
resolution railing on
providing for the appointment of a 4,000 of the students In Tokio to recommittee to Investigate conditions turn to
China to protest against the
and Instigate legislation to mitigate peace conference decision In regard to
the growing tendency to divorce, was

adopted at Portland by the thirty-firs- t
diocesan convention of the Episcopal
Church.
Thirty-seve-

n

days from the time her

days
keel was laid and twenty-sevesince being launched, the steel steam'
er City of Eureka, 8,800 tons, built at
Portland by the Columbia River Shipbuilding Corporation, left on her builders' trial trip. The builders claim
world's records both for the elapsed
time between the laying of the keel
and the launching and between the
launching and the completion of the
n

vessel's equipment
WASHINGTON
A national eight-hou- r
working day
beginning January 1, 1921, was proposed In a bill Introduced by Senator
Moses, Republican of New Hampshire.
It was explained that the application
of the measure would be similar to
that of the Adamson law to the rail-

Shantung and against the alleged

am-

bition of Japan In China.
Michigan defeated Notre Dame In a
dual track and field meet, 60 to
Fraukle Mason of Fort Wayne, Ind.,
received his first setback In twenty

61.

battles at Peoria, 111., when he was outpointed by Earl Puryear of Tulsa,
Ok la., in a
fight.
Johnny Griffiths punched Len W.
Rowland full of holes in eight rounds
at Memphis. Griffiths was credited
with having an advantage in every
session. He has one more bout scheduled In Fort Worth before going to
Denver to prepare for Thorpe,
Aroused by a most remarkable showing made by his opponent In the third
and fourth rounds, Benny Leonard,
world's lightweight champion, knocked
out George "Young" Erne of Buffalo
In the sixth round of what was to have
been an eight-rounbout at Trenton,
ten-rou-

roads.
N. J.
The importation of German dyes will
be prohibited except to the extent that GENERAL
Donald Stewart, for many years asthey are needed in the United States,
the war trade board announced. To sociated with the late James J. Hill as
determine the extent German dyes are vice president and general manager of
needed, the war trade board has ap- the Great Northern Express Company
pointed an advisory committee com- at St. Paul, died at a private hospital
In New York.
posed of eight
Germany Is willing that the former
woman
was
suffrage amendment
The
passed by the House of Representa- kaiser and other German officials be
tives by a vote of 304 to 88, or 42 more placed on trial for their war crimes,
s
major- but demands a neutral court.
than the noocssary
ity.
Five bandits entered the private
MaJ. Gen. W. A. Holbrook was re- bank of Baker & Sons In Cicero, a sublieved of command of Camp Grant, III., urb of Chicago, threw Charles Baker,
and ordered to report to General Per- the cashier, In a coal bin, nnd looted
shing for duly In France! He was re- the hank of $10,000. They escaped In
an automobile.
lieved by Maj. Gen. George Bell, Jr.
two-third-

vivisec-

tion meant lis extensive practice merely to satisfy "wanton and Idle curios-endSenator Myers of Montana announced that he intended to soon to In
troduce a bill In the Senate narrowly
restricting Its practice In the District
of Columbia.
The Supreme Court was asked, In
memorandums filed by the Commercial
and the Commercial Pacific Cables
Companies, to decide upon their merits the "suits brought by the companies to enjoin the postmaster general
from seizing their properties under the

s.

presidential proclamation of last No.The companies requested
that the actions be not dismissed be
cause the cable properties have been
turned back to private control.
Only two definite bids were received
by the Navy Department for the construction of the remaining two of the
ten super dreadnaughts authorized by
Congress In 1916. The Newport News
Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company
offered to build one in forty-fiv- e
months for $21,900,000 and the Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corporation one In
forty months for $22,580,000.
A resolution to create a special
house water power committee to handle all water power development legislation has been adopted In the House
without opposition.
vember.

'

Hftrtb

Churches

T. R. Braught was electrocuted at
the state penitentiary at McAlester,
Okla., for the murder of Otis Robbln
He was the
In Creek county, In 1916.
first while man to be electrocuted In
the state of Oklahoma.
Frank Livlnston, negro, was tied to
a tree and burned alive by a mob at
Eldorado, Ark.' It Is said that the negro confessed that he killed his em
ployer, Robinson Clay, and the latter's
wife after he had quarreled with Clay.
Permission to file petitions for a
referendum vote on ratification of tha
prohibition amendment to the federal
constitution was denied by the secretary of state of Arkansas, on grounds
that ratification of the p.oposed
amendment was a matter for legisla
tive action.
League was "not
The
much surprised" at President Wilson'"
recommendation to Congress that the
prohibition law be repealed,
William H. Anderson, superintendent
of the New York state branch, declared In a statement Issued in New
Antl-saloo-

war-tim-

n

e

York.

The strike of 4,000 shipworkers of
the Merchant Shipbuilding Corporation
at Harrlman, Pa., has been settled.
The " men walked out as a protest
against delay In settling labor disputes. They also demanded a guaranteed wage scale.

aim-ple-

Neiv Mexico
Weatern Newspaper Union Newe Service.

Roosevelt county Is getting in line
with the other counties of the state
and has organized a county farm bureau.
Even though the great world conflict is over war gardens seem to be
very popular in Roswell again this
year.
The plans for the federal aid road
project No. 4, the road from los Lunas to Gallup, have been approved. Bids
will be asked for the construction of
this road within a few days.
still
' A well 'equipped uioopuhlner's
In the Tres HertuaiiHS mountains near
Columbus, has been raided by customs
officers. Two men were arrested. Machinery and supplies were confiscated.

A New Mexico

'
spective patron said.
"There is no reason why we cannot inaugurate a uniform hour for meals,"
answered Mrs. Odell.
"The plan calls for standard menus each day," was another objection.
"Every subscriber will have preferences, and this will cause confusion."
"Too long we have been pampering appetities," Mrs. Kingsley replied.
"Each meal will be prepared by experts and produced by experts. In time we
will get to like what we are sent. . If not, we'll have to be content to eat good
food. That shouldn't be a hardship."
"How will you deliver things hot?" was asked.
west.
"By special guaranteed containers," was the answer.
Sheriff Placido Jaramillo who was
dangerously wounded two months ago
Love Laughs Also
Policemen and Detectives at Puerto de Luna, near Los Lunas,
when he attempted to arrest Panta-leo- n
MCK
Lobato, for. whom he had a warIntercepted
love
caused
estrangement,
an
letters
that
LIBERTY,
through an item in a newspaper, thousand-mil- e
telephone rant,' has returned to his duties as
conversations and clever evasion of a police and detective system are elements sheriff of Valencia county.
In the romance of Carl Hlnton of Den
That the drainage of the swamp
ver and Miss Elizabeth Ramson, who
lands near Albuquerque is the only
eloped from Kansas City and were
sure and permanent wuy in which the
married here in the same courthouse
mosquito can be exterminated Is the
where they met seven years ago.
opinion of the county and city comThe bride is the daughter of John
missioners, who so decided after hearR. Ramson, police commissioner of
ing the report of the citizens' commitKansas City. Miss Ramson . gave
tee appointed to investigate the mopromise of being a great singer. A
'
squito trouble.
career was mapped out for her. Her
tanergan,
who for eight
Philip T.
parents were determined that she
In charge of the New
years
been
has
should sing, and although they had no
Mexico Pueblo Indian Agency, anobjection to Carl Hinton of Denver,
had
whom she had met at a reurn of Sons of Confederate Veterans of which be nounced at Albuquerque that he
Commisto
resignation
Indian
his
sent
marriage.
was president, they made a har- - and fast rule against
SepThe rule was made several jwvrs ago, when Mlfta Ramson wasStill in sioner Cato Sells, to be effective
school nnd Mr. Hlnton was an office o the National Guard of New Mexico. tember 1st. Mr. Lonergan entered the
Hinton went away to the border, and tíí letters which he wrote to Miss Ram- Indian service thirteen years ago at
Fort Defiance, Ariz.
son in Kansas City were unanswered.
Reduced rates on road building maLast summer the Ramsons went to Colorado for a vacation. While in
Denver she read an Item of news about Mr. Hlnton, who had returned from terial have been put into effect by
array service, and a meeting was arranged,
the U. S. Railroad Administration, anBegan again the romance which had been blasted by the intervention of nounces the New Mexico Corporation
Kansas City's detective system. The parents, as a last resort, arranged for Commission. The new rates are in
their daughter to go abroad.
effect from May 1st to December
Miss Ramson called Mr. Hinton In Denver on the telephone from Kansas
apply to stone, sand and gravel,
'
City.
but not to cement steel and other ma"It must be tomorrow or never," she told him, and he caught the next terial used In road construction.
train. He came here, for Papa Ramson's detectives were watching for him at
Tentative paving plans of the vaKansas City and Miss Ramson drove here in her car.
rious
cities of the state became known
Love laughs at locksmiths, policemen and detectives.
with the announcement that the city
commissioners
of Albuquerque had
Big Money in Gardening in This Indiana City provisionally approved a program for
blocks of
the surfacing of sixty-on- e
streets and fourteen blocks of alleys.
women
300
men,
East
children
of
of
the
and
spectacle
IND. The
Las Vegas, It Is reported, is to pave
GARY,
down on their knees but let's tell the story in regular order. It
eighty blocks this year and Is planning
should go about like this : About five years ago Mrs. Sarah Kohler died in a
more blocks In
cottage. She had lived for years on to surface sixty-fou- r
1920.
Gallup
Clovis,
and Santa Fé
The
neighbors.
the bounty of her
owner arranged with John Rezac, are each putting In twenty blocks this
teamster and Iceman, to remodel the year. Raton will pave thirteen and
cottage. Before long John began to Las Cruces seven.
One thousand trees were planted In
show astonishing signs of prosperity.
A suit of clothes, a new harness, a Albuquerque
this spring under the
truck followed one another at regular auspices of the Chamber of Commerce
Tree Planting Commission. The cost
Intervals. His neighbors wondered.
The true Inwardness of John's to the chamber of carrying on this
prosperity was this : He found S1S0 drive, which resulted In enough trees
in a little bag pinned to a curtain. In being planted to form an avenue
tearing up the back porch he found a planted with trees on both sides twenbag containing $600. At various times he found other bags containing various ty blocks long, was $2.50. This was
amounts.
made possible through the forest serFinally, the other evening in spading up the garden, John uncovered a vice, which donated the services of
three-gallo- n
bucket It was filled to overflowing with silver and gold coins. Quincy Randall, tree expert, who
There were American, Mexican, Bohemian and Italian coins. Some of them served as Inspector of the trees and
dated back to the seventeenth century.
their manner of planting. .
When the neighbors saw John staggering to his home with a bucketful of
With the largest number of entries
coins they became considerably interested. In his haste Rezac had spilled a ever recorded in New Mexico
number of the coins. There ensued a scurry for them. In an hour practically
track and field competition,
the entire population was on their hands and knees, digging Into the soft soil the seventh annual state met at the
rewith their finger nails for the buried treasure. Nearly everybody wa
University of New Mexico field at Alwarded with some coins.
buquerque. There were forty-fiv- e
enAt midnight, by the light of lanterns, some of the hardier of the tre&rarej tries from six Important 'high schools
seekers, scorning the rumored ahost of the shack, were bard at work.
of the state, Albuquerque, Gelen, Go-- '
But John Rezac was not there. ,
vis, Roswell, Raton and Santa Fé.
He reads the newspapers and knows about bank holdups and each doings.
.That the road building program
sawed-ofup
f
shotgun.
So he was sitting
with a
In New Mexico be spread, over the
years 1019, 1920, 1921 and 1922 is the
Comtesse Du Barry Rides in Ragman's Pushcart suggestion made by the Taxpayers'
Association.
For these four years It
is estimated that the available revenHICAGO. Augustln Pajou was court sculptor In France when Comtesse Du ues will
amount to approximately
Barry ruled Louis V, and he made a new bust of her every time she
without, resorting to the issudiscovered a new way of dressing her hair, But these sculptures were lost in ance of bonds or of
certificates of Inthe French revolution, as Mine. Du
debtedness.
Only
five
of
lost.
was
Barry herself
John Moore and Pink Robinson, two
the marbles were known to have beeu
well known employés of the Diamond
recovered up to a few days ago. Now
A ranch on the Mexican border, figthe sixth has turned up and is on exured in a thrilling adventure with
hibit at the Chicago Art Institute. A
Mexican bandits lust week.
They
New York dealer has appraised Its
were captured by Villa followers about
value at $25,000.
thirty miles below Columbus. RobinBurgess Stafford works in a big
son was held but Moore was sent
furniture house and he is a specialist
across the line to collect a demanded
(n eighteenth century furniture. Passransom
of $5,000. Moore raised the1
ing an art store he saw a bust in the
money In six hours of the forty-eigh- t
window. He looked long. Finally he
went In. examined the bust, found "Comtesse Du Barry" carved on the back which the bandits gave him.
Pedro Gonzales, kuown as "Pete
nnd learned that the price was $120.
The art dealer said the sculpture had been sold to an American collector the Gambler," was found guilty of
in Paris during the war for $550 and had been brought to New York. Then, second degree murder in the killing
the collector died nnd at an auction sale at h'S effects the bust waa bought of Damián Gonzales In Deming. Evlt
dence showed the dead man was shot
,
in a Job lot at a small price by the Chicago firm.
Stafford took a chance and bought the bust, paying $25 down. Then he In the back, which interfered considr
went to the Chicago public library and delved into many books. He found erably with the Jury's accepting the
reproductions of Pajou sculpture and found that the one of Du Barry in the plea of Pedro that he shot In self
Louvre was almost Identical with the Chicago bust, except that the tilt of the defense.
John Penner, Joe Bewley and two
Then he went back, paid the other $95 and
head was slightly different.
started for his apartment on the North side in a taxicab. Five blocks from women, alleged to have stolen several
automobiles In Texas and New Mexico,
home the cab broke down.
were recently taken into custody at
arrest
threatened
policeman
a
ragman's
and
pushcart,
a
He hired
Sprlngérvllle, Ariz., and have been re--,
But Stafford got the Comtesse Du Barry home safely.
turned to Santa Rosa, New Mexico,
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DOAN'S

CO, BUFFALO. N.Y.

roSTEIUULBURN

Denver Directory

at
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Case

Mrs. W. T. Murray,
Main 8t., Carlsbad.
New Mexico. ays: "I
do not know of anything; so foed for a
weak and aching back
and other kidney troubles as Doan's Kidney
Pills. About two years
ago my kidneys were
giving me no una o
anno vanee and Hv
back acnea continual- rL-- '
It. Specks seemed to
float In front of mr'fgtf
eyes and I got awful- - V
dlwy.
ly
I
Different
kidney remedies had
failed to help me, but
It was different with "Doan's Kidney
Fill. This remedy soca cured me."
Cat Data's at Aar Star. CO a B

Lightning killed Frank Escubero at
Santa Fé Just as he was about to step BUT ÍV4 ACRE OIL LF.A8K, rifht In tea
In Pecoe County,
trend of development
from his gurden Into his house. He Teaas,
DOLLARS.
FOR TWENTT-FIVwas a former alderman, policeman and Qeoloslata aay this will be the btsseat Oil
In, value-o-f
come
new
wells
Ai
known.
field
Republican worker and was widely
aereare lncreaaea tremendoualy. Texaa-ol- l
year
bought
aro for
lesa
leasee
than
throughout
state.
known
the
per acre low aelllnr tor
f'IVE DOI.LAHS
of dollara per acra. MUllona being
being
The Cowboys' Reunion fund
made over night In Tex. Oil. Act Immediately.
Wire or mall order to Texaa Amalgamated
raised by the business men of Las Oil
Co., 103
N. Houeton 8t Ft. Worth. Tex.
Vegas, Is now in sight and It appears
as
that the great reunion will be held
usual. This is one of the most Important frontier events in the South-
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Declaring that unregulated

""rrrr

muí
more uniform systems.
Legislation
to facilitate American
enterprise In foreign trade.
Adoption of the
bill
Not by
Live
Alone Does City of
sponsored by Secretary Lane.
Against general revision of Import
duties, but for protection of the AmerEVANSTON, ILL. This is the "City of Churches." Nevertheless Its citizens
by faith alone. Nor do Evanston housewives Intend to do
ican dye Industry.
Return of the telegraph and tele- their own cooking and apparently the husbands are also unwilling. Anyway,
Evunston is proudly saying these days
phone lines to their owners under more
to less progressive cities: "Lol Besystem.
hold usl
We have a community
Repeal or amendment of the warkitchen."
time prohibition act in so far as apAt present the outward and visible
plies to wines or beers.
sign
of this Inward and spiritual grace
Reconsideration of federal taxes to
appetizing odor' that Issues from
an
is
relieve the burden, particularly on prothe basement of the Kvanston Womductive resources, making Incomes, exan's club. And only luncheon dishes
cess profits and estimates the mainare prepared. And subscribers have
stay of steady taxation.
to fetch and carry. But by and by all
FOREIGN
this will be changed. Course dinners
An attempt was made "to demolish
will be delivered by fast automobiles
the American legation building at San In containers guaranteed to keep the goodies hot. The women had a pow-woat the club and put on the stand Mrs. J. A. Odell and Mrs. Homer Kingsley,
Jose, Costa Rica, by a bomb, according to advices received by the State the kitchen's sponsors.
"We'll all have different hours for breakfast, dinner and supper," a proDepartment.
Lieutenant Prackpapa, an Italian aviator, in an airplane with three passengers, ascended to a height of 7,250 meters (23,786 feet). The ascent was
made in forty minutes.
Advices to the State Department
r
from Chile reported a new
arbitration treaty between Chile and
Great Britain, to be presented to the
Chilean Congress In June for ratifica-

The man or woman with weak kidneys is half crippled. A lame, stiff
back, with its constant, dull ache and
sharp, shooting twinges, makes the
task a burden. Headaches, dizzy
spells, urinary disorders and an "ail
worn out" feeling are daily sources of
distress. Don't neglect kidney weakness and risk gravel, dropsy or Bright'i
disease. Get a box of Doan's Kidney
Pills today. They have helped people
the world over.

Gathered From All Over
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ACHIEVE.
MENT8, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.

Citarles B. Eggleston,
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BRACE UP!
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Quality the Best.

Right.

Scad for free Catalog and Price List,
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HONET

Denver. Colo.

Market Street

AUTOMOBILE
SUPPLIES
Standard Makes

Prompt Delivery

Th3 Rendria & Bolthoff M. & S. Co.
1635 17th

St,

Denver, Colo.

BABY CHICKS
Denver Incubators and Brooders.
Write or caM. Wa refer to our
nld euetomera. Uiiekn mm nm
best layers in Colorado.

DENVER INCUBATOR CO.
172 South Broadway

Denver, Colora ÓV

W. N. U., DENVER, NO.

22-19- 19.

A Question.

The parents were conversing with
animation about the eulogies which
hat! been bestowed on M. Cleraenceau
at the peace conference by President
Wilson and Lloyd George. The young
on?, who was listening attentively, then
put In a question.
"Tell me, papa, Is It true. Cleraenceau Is the savior of France?"
"Why, certainly, my little one."
"Just as Joan of Arc saved France?"
"Tes, as JoaU of Arc."
"Then why don't they burn him,
tooT" Le Cri de Paris.

II You

Nisi a

Ycü

Stall

Mstta
Hava

tla Bsst

Have you ever stopped to reason why-i- t
is that so many products that are extensively advertised, all at one drop out
of sight and are soon forgotten? The
reason is plain the article did not- fulfill!
the promises of the manufacturer.
more particularly to a medicine-- A
medicinal preparation that has reall
curative value almost sells itself, as like
an endless chain system the remedy
by those who have beem
benefited, to those who are in need of it..
A prominent druggist aays "Take for
a
example
Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roopreparation I have sold for many year
and never hesitate to recommend, for in
almost every case it shows excellent results, as many of my customers testify.
No other kidney remedy has so large a
ale."
According
to sworn statements and
verified testimony of thousands who have
used the preparation, the success of Dr.
is due to the fact,
Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t
so many people claim, that it fulfills almost every wish in overcoming kidney,
liver and bladder ailments; corrects urinary troubles and neutralizes the urio
acid which causes rheumatism.
You may receive a sample bottle of
Swamp-Roo- t
by Parcels Post. Address
Dr. Kilmer ft Co., Binghamton, N. Y.t
nd enclose ten cents; also mention this
paper. Large and medium size bottles
for tale at all drug stores. Adv.
-

Tnis-appli-
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Atmospheric Injustice.
"But, my friend, you must remember that tire rain falls on the Just and
.

the unjust alike," remarked the chronic quoter
''Wrong again," returned the man.
with the furrowed brow as he gave up.
the hunt, "the unjust are usually found
carrying the umbrellas which bclong;
to the Just."
The housewife smiles with satisfaction as she looks at the basket of
clear, white clothes and thanks Bed
Cross Bag Blue. At grocers, 5c.
A High Flyer.
"Bankrupt, Is he? Why, I thought
he had a fixed Income of $10,000 a.,
year."
"So he had, but his wife fixed that
In three months after their marriage.""
Boston Transcript.

Writing is a feeble way of borrowPersonal presence Is more
persuasive.
ing money.

L
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U'hen Your Eves Need Cars
Try Murine Eye Remedy ,
No Smarting

Jnat Hye Comfort. BO cent at
or malL Write tor Free Hye Boo.
KViUMB EXS REMEDI CO..CU1CAUO
PrnntlBta
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LABOR UNREST CHIEF POINT
.

Necessity for Intelligent Dealing With
Situation Which Constitute Men.
ce to World Pointed Out
Domestic Meaturea to B
h

Li

-

Washington,

Dealt With.
May 20.

The message

of president Wilson, cabled from
Paris, was read to the congress today
by Patrick J. Halllgnn, the reading
clerk of the house. Substantially, It
was ag follows:
"Gentlemen of, he Congress: I deeply regret my inability to be present at
the opening of the extraordinary session of the congress. It still seems to
be my duty to take part In the counsels of the .peace conference and contribute what I can to the solution of
the Innumerable questions to whose
settlement It has had to address Itself ;
for they are questions which affect the
peace of the whole world and from
them, therefore, the United States cannot stand apart. I deemed it my duty
to call the congress together at this
time because It was not wise to postpone longer the provisions which must
be made for the support of the government. Many of the appropriations
which are absolutely necessary for the
maintenance of the government and
the fulfillment of Its varied obligations
for the fiscal year
have not
yet been made ; the end of the present
fiscal year is at hand ; and action upon
these appropriations can no longer be
prudently delayed. It Is necessary,
therefore, that I should Immediately
call y out attention to this critical
need. It Is hardly necessary for me to
urge that It may receive your prompt
1919-192-

'

0

attention.
"I shall take the liberty of addressing you on my return on4he subjects
which have most engrossed our
tlort and the attention of the world
during these Jast anxious months.
Domestic Legislation.
"I hesitate to venture, any opinion
or press any reconsjnendatlon with regard to domestic legislation while absent from the United States and out
of daily touch with Intimate sources
of Information and counsel. I am conscious that I need, after so long ao absence from Washington, to seek the
advice of those who have remained In
constant contact with domestic problems and who have known them close
at hand from day to dny; and I trust
that It will very soon be possible for
me to do so. But there are several
questions pressing for consideration to
which I feel that I may, and Indeed
must, even now direct your attention,
if only In general terms. In speaking
of them I shall, I dare say, be doing
little more than speak your own
thoughts. I hope that I shall speak
your own judgment also.
"The question which stands at the
fron of all others In every country
amidst the present great awakening Is
the question of labor; and perhaps I
can speak of It with as great advani
tage while engrossed In the consideration of interests which affect all countries alike as I could at home and
amidst the Interests which naturally
most affect my thought, because they
are the Interests of our people.
Rights of the Worker.
"By the question of lubor I do not
mean the question of efficient Industrial production, the question of how
labor Is to be obtained and made effective In the great process of sustaining
success
populations and winning
amidst commercial and Industrial rivalries. I mean that much greater and
more vital question, how are the men
and women who do the dally labor of
the"Vorld to obtain progressive Improvement In the1 conditions of their
labor, to be made happier, and to be
served better by the communities and
the industries which their labor sustains and advances? How are they
to be given their right advantage as
citizens and human beings?
.

Justice to Capital and Labor.
"We cannot go any further In our
present direction. We have already
gone too far. We cannot live our
right life as a nation or achieve our
proper success as an Industrial community If capital and labor are. to be
antagonistic Instead of being partners.
If they are to continue to distrust one
another and contrive how they can get
the1 better of one another, or what perhaps amounts to the same thing, calculate by what form and degree of
coercion they can manage to extort
on the one hand work enough to make
enterprise profitable, on the other Justice and fair treatment enough to
Why Children Have Bad Tonsils.
The treatment of "bad tonsils"
Is
should begin In childhood. There
no more reason why children should
have hypertrophled tonsils than there
Is for having any other of the diseases
of childhood. Those children which are
overfed from the day of their birth,
and are given meat, potatoes, puddings, pie, cake and other cereal products, soon after weaning, and often
before that period, most commonly
suffer bom "tonsils." Warm waterhouses, lack of ex.bathing,
over-heate- d

make Ufe tolerable.
That bad road
hail turned out a blind alley. It Is
no thoroughfare to real prosperity.
We must find another, leading In another direction and to a very differ-

ent destination. It must lead not
merely to accommodation but also to a
genuine
and partnership
based upon a real community of interest and participation In controt. . '
"Labor legislation lies, of course,
chiefly with the states; but the new
spirit and method of organization
which must be effected are not to be
brought by legislation so much as by
tbe common counsel and voluntary
of capitalist, manager,
and workman. Legislation can go only
a very little way in recommending what
shall be done. The organization of Industry is a matter of corporate and
Individual initiative and of practical
business arrangement. Those who
really desire a new relationship between capital and labor can readily
find a way to bring It about ; and perhaps federal legislation can help more
than state legislation could.'
Industrial Democratization.
"The object of all reform In this
essential matter must be the genuine
democratization of industry, based
upop a full recognition of the right of
those who work, In whatever rank, to
participate In some organic way In
every decision which directly affects
their welfare on the part they are to
play In Industry.
Some positive legislation la practicable.
The congress
has already shown the way to one reform which should be

world-wid-
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which we were associated In the war.
and those loans will, of course, consti
tute assets not liabilities, and will not
hare to be taken care of by our tax

payers.
"The main thing ws shall have to
care for is that our taxation shall
rest as lightly as possible on the pro
ductlve resources of the country, that
its rates shall be stable, and that it
shall h constant in lta revenue-yieldinpower.
"Many of the minor taxes provided
for in the federal legislation of 1917
and 1918, though no doubt made necessary by the pressing necessities of the
war time, can hardly find sufficient

justification under the easier circumstances of peace, and can now happily
be got rid of. Among these, I hope you
will agree, are the excises upon various manufactures and the taxes upon
retail sales. They are unequal in the
Incidence on different industries and
on different individuals.
Their collection Is difficult and expensive. Those
which are levied upon articles sold at
retail are largely evaded by the reak
justment or retail prices, un me oiner
hand, I should assume that it is expedient to maintain a considerable
range of indirect taxes; and the fact
that alcoholic, liquors will presently
no longer afford a source of revenue
by taxntlon makes It the more necessary that the field should be carefully
restudied In order that equivalent
sources of revenue may be found
which ot will be legitimate and not
burdensome to draw upon.

,

Is Inclined to go to sleep, at his post.
The man who would win success must
be wide awake, intelligent, and as
quick as a lamplighter. He must keep
his eyes open for new Ideas that will
bridge over difficulties and facilitate

business.
So get Into the thick of the action.
It Is not possible to have too many
Irons In the fire If you are truly Intelligent and know how to make the
most of your time. Get something to
do and thén just peg away until you
have made a success of It.
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Condition.

"A

profession

must be appetizing."
"I suppose it
does put his appetite on edge."
Cutlcura Soothes Baby Rashes.
That itch and burn with hot baths
of Cutlcura Soap followed by gentle
anointings of Cutlcura Ointment
Nothing better, purer, sweeter, especially If a little of the fragrant Cutlcura Talcum is dusted on at the finish. 25c each everywhere. Adv.
Mun wants but little here below
wheji the people living In the flat above
own a trapdrum outfit.

How'iThU?

We offer tioo.00 for any case of catarrh
cannot be cured by HALL'S
CATARRH MEDICINE.
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE Is taken Internally and acts through the Blood
on the Mucous Surfaces of the System.
Sold by dru&ifUte for over forty years.
Price 75c. Testimoniáis free.
F. J. Cheney ft Co.. Toledo, Ohio.
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How to Command Success.
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Import Duties Correct.

"There Is, fortunately, no occasion
for undertaking In the Immediate future, any general revision of our system of Import duties. No serious danger of foreign competition now threatens American Industries. Our country
has emerged from the war less disturbed and less weakened than any of
the European countries which are our
competitors In manufacture. So far
from there being any danger or need
of accentuated foreign competition, It
Is likely that the conditions of the
next few years will greatly facilitate
the marketing of American manufacing out, and If need be, guiding the tures abroad. Least of all should we
process of reorganization and reform. depart from the policy adopted In the
tariff act of 1913, of permitting the
Duty to Returning Soldiers.
free entry Into the United States of
"I am sure that it Is not necessary the ra.v materials needed to supple.
for me to remind that there Is one ment and enrich our own abundant
'
immediate and very practical question supplies.
of labor that we should meet in the
Asks Woman Suffrage.
most liberal spirit. We must see to It
you not permit me, turning
"Will
that our returning soldiers are assisted In every practicable way to find from these matters, to speak once
the places for which they are fitted In more, and very earnestly, of the prothe dally work of this country. This posed amendment to the Constitution
which would extend the suffrage to
can be done by developing and mainwomen and which passed the house
taining upon an adequate scale the
organization created by the of representatives at the last session
department of labor for placing men of the congress? It seems to me that
seeking work; and it can also be done, every consideration of Justice and of
in at least one very great field, by cre- public advantage calls for the immeating new opportunities for Individual diate adoption of that amendment and
enterprise. The secretary of the In- Us submission forthwith to the legisterior has pointed out the way by latures of the several states. Throughexwhich returning soldiers may be helped out all the world this
Is looked for.
suffrage
of
tension
the
to find and take up land In the hither"The telegraph and telephone Unes
to undeveloped regions of the country
will, of course, be returned to their
which the federal government bas already prepared or can readily prepare owners so soon as the retransfer can
for cultivation, and also on many of be effected without administrative
the cutover or neglected areas which confusion; so soon that Is, as the
lie within the limits of the older change can be made with least posstates; and T once more take the lib- sible Inconvenience to the public and
erty of recommending very urgently to the owners themselves. The railthat his plan shall receive the Immed- roads will be handed over to their
owners at the end of the calendar
iate and substantial support of the conyear; if I were in Immediate contact
gress.
with the administrative questions
Future Commerce.
which must govern the retransfer of
"Our new merchant ships, which have the telegraph and telephone lines, I
In some quarters been feared as decould name the exact date for their restructive rivals, may prove helpful riv- turn also. Until I am In direct conals, rather, and common servants very tact with the practical questions inmuch needed and welcome. Our great volved I can only suggest In the case
shipyards, new and old, will be so of the telegraphs and telephones, as
opened to the use of the world that In the case of their railways, It is
they will prove Immensely serviceable clearly 'desirable in the public Interto every maritime people In restoring, est that some legislation should be
considered which may tend to make
much more rapidly than would otherwise have been possible, the tonnage of these indispensable instrumentalwantonly destroyed In the war. I ities of our modern Ufe a uniform and
system which will afford
have only to suggest that there are
many points at which we can facilithose who use them a complete and
tate American enterprise In foreign certain means of. communication.
trade by opportune legislation, and
"The demobilization of the military
make It. easy for Amerlcen merchant forces of the country has progressed
ships where they will be welcomed as to such a point that it seems to me enfriends rather than as dreaded antag- tirely safe now to remove the ban uponists.
on the manufacture and sale of wine
"And credit and enterprise alike will and beers, but I am advised that withbe quickened by timely and helpful out further legislation I have not the
legislation with regard to taxation. I legal authority to remove the present
hope that the congress will find it pos- restrictions. I therefore recommend
that the act approved November 21,
sible to undertake an early reconsideration of federal taxes, in order to 1918, entitled, 'An act to entitle the
make our system of taxation more sim- secretary of agriculture to carry out
ple and easy of administration and the during the fiscal year ending June 30.
taxes themselves as little burdensome 1919, the purposes of the act entitled
as they can be made and yet suffice to "an act to provide further for the nasupport the government and meet all tional security and defense by stimuIts obligations. The figures to which lating nnd facilitating the distribution
those obligations have arisen are very of agricultural products," and for
great Indeed, but they are not so great other purposes,' be amended or reas to make it difficult for the nation to pealed In so far as it applies to wines
,
meet them, and meet them, perhaps, In and beers.
"I sincerely trust that I shall very
a single generation, by taxes which
soon be at my post In Washington
will neither crush nor discourage.
They are not so great as they seem, again to report upon the matters
not' so great as the immense sums we which made my presence at the peace
have had to borrow, added to the im- table apparently imperative, and to
mense sums we have had to raise by put myself at the service of the" contaxation, would seem to indicate; for gress In every matter of administraa very large proportion of these sums tion or counsel that may seem to dewere raised In order that they might mand executive action or advice.
"WOODROW WILSON."
be loaned to the governments with

The man with vim and dash Is
everywhere crowding out the one who

im all

DAIRY

"

establishing the eight-hou- r
day as the
standard day In every field of labor
over which It can exercise control. It
has sought to find the way to prevent
child labor, and will, I hope and believe, presently find It. It hns served
the whole country by leading the way
In developing the means of preserving and safeguarding life and health
In dangerous industries.
The members of the committee on labor in the
two houses hardly need suggestions
from me as to what means they shall
seek to make the federal government
the agent of the whole nation In point-

erclse, fresh air and sunshine, and
suppression of acute diseases all tend
to a retention of poison and congestion
and ; hence
of aiucous membranes,
"colds", and tónsilltis.
Milk and fruit Juices should be tire
sole diet of a child up to two' years,
and then fruits. Juicy vegetables, nuts,
and a very few of the cereals should
gradually be added. Exchange.

All Flies!
mil ywhr,

A ship Is called "she,"

must be a

therefore she

sails-lad-

GREEN'S AUGUST FLOWER
GIIAFIGE
has been a household remedy all over
the civilized world for more than half
a century for constipation, Intestinal
troubles, torpid liver and the generally
depressed feeling that accompanies
such disorders. It is a most valuable
remedy for Indigestion or nervous dys--' Mrs. Godden Telia How It,
pepsla and liver trouble, bringing on
May be Pawed in Safety
headache, coming up of food, palpitaand Comfort.
symption of heart, and many other
toms. A few doses of August Flower
will relieve you. It is a gentle laxaFremont O. "I was passing throogb'
tive. Ask your druggist. Sold la all the critical period of life, befog forty
civilized countries. Adv.
six years ox age ana
baa all the symptoms incidenttothat
Her Work.
change heat flashMinister It Is necessary for me to
es, nervousness, and
ask the mother of the bride if she has
was in a general run
anything to say before we proceed
down condition, so
with the ceremony.
it was bard for ma
do mr work.
: to
The Lady All I have to say Is that
LydiaE.Pinkham'8
If I hadn't had a good deal to say alVegetable Comready, they never would have landed
pound was recomhere.
mended to me as tha
beat remedy for mv
troubles, which it
surely proved to be. I feel better and
stronger in every way since taking it,
Mew l the Tiae te Get Hie ef These Ugly Sped and the annoying symptoms hare disapThere', ao loafer the .lightest aeed of feeltni peared. "Mrs. M. Godden, 925 Naaanamed
of jour freckles,
as Otalas double poleon St, Fremont, Ohio.
etreaith to suaraateed to renore tbeee homely
Such annoying symptons as beat
pots.
bead-ach- e,
Simply
get
ouac of Othlae doable flashes, nervousnsss, backache,
Irritability and "the blues," may
strength from joor drugflst, sad spply
Httle
of It nlf at and momios and you should boob s
be speedily overcome and the system
that erea tha worst freckles hare befua to
restored to normal conditions by this
while the llfhter osea hare raoiahed
It Is seldom that more taaa one onsee famous root and berb remedy Lydla E.
I
gala
needed to completely clear the sklo and
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
a beautiful clear complexion.
If any complications present themBe sur to ssk for the double strength Othlae,
as this Is sold under fuersste of mosey back selves write the Pinkham Medicine Co.,
Lynn, Mass., for suggestions how to
if It falla to remore freckles. Ade.
overcome them. The result of forty
maq
A
either gives according to his years experience is at your service and
your letter held in strict confidence.
means or his meanness.
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What is CASTORIA
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Mineral. Not Narcos
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Castorla Is a harmless substitute for Castor OH, Paregoric, Drops
and Soothing Syrups. It is pleasant It contains neither Opium,
Morphine nor other narcotic substance. Its age is its guarantee.
For more than thirty years it has been in constant use for the
relief of Constipation, Flatulency, Wind Colic and Diarrhoea;
allaying Feverishness arising therefrom, and by regulating the
Stomach and Bowels, aids the assimilation of Food; giving
healthy and natural, sleep. The Children's Panacea The

Mother's Friend.

'Constipation and Diarrto
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CASTO RIA
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In Use For Over 30 Years
The Kind You Have Always Bought

Exact Copy of Wrapper.
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Salt Houses in Russia.
Modern Marvels.
Guess Manager's Nationality.
n
Sign in theater lobby "Crying
Joshua made the sun stand still, but
Houses constructed entirely of salt
must be Immediately taken out are a unique feature of some of the we have men today who make the
moonshine still. Boston Transcript.
villages In Russian Poland.
or we will refuse to admit them."
chil-Jre-
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One of the distinctive qualities of food
baked with Dr. Price's Cream Baking
Powder is wholesomencss.
This is health insurance of such vital

importance that millions of women
bake at home just tó be sure that
Dr. Price's Baking Powder is used.
For healthful food and the best "results in baking, prudent housekeepers
always use
,
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Made from Cream of Tartar derived from grapes

Contains No .Alum Leaves No Bitter Tasto
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Independence

Col. Frank O. White

L. Schultz,

We are still on the job
havent had time to write.

H ail Insurance

Every

but

ore is planting corn.

'

The Myers Bros are planting
beans.

Reliable Company, Prompt &
Full Settlements.

at J.

Roy Myers called

F.'

Everett's home Thursdáy.

A

Myers arrived in Missouri
safely. He visited his mother
in Colo, then went to Missouri'
for a visit with friends,
v,
Will

'We take your note for the premium

without Interest until after maturity.

tRoy Realty & Loan Company,
ROY, New Mexico,
Office in the old Telephone Building,
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finding lots of mud.

ROY, N.M

work.

Well recommended
no
need
apply.
others
Good
salary.
lira, Eliza Kelsey of Carrizo
Mrs. A. W. Belmont
tásited her sister Miss Rachel
Springer, New Mexico.
bright Sunday.
,37

!WWB8I"""

Hydrated Lime!
who has been
40
lb.
sacks or in bulk.
is
nihixh school in Oklahoma
Roberts & Olver
home.
.spending his vacation at
his
KJanryis looking fine and
orrtuiy friends are proud of his FOR SALE:- -3 BULLS,
Coming yearlings, One Thoio-bre- d
Interest in higher education.
Hereford, One Thorobred
'Will 'Wright. fhas gone to Holsteinand one
'Hufciliwcm'Kans. to find employ
S. R, GROUSE
mentand will visit his sister South-Ridg- e
Ranch, Mills, N.M.

ilarry Stewart

Hol-stei-

15-16t-

n,

while there,

NOTICE
Mrs.L. A. Brown who hai
'been seriously ill for some time Jack P. Mills, U.S. CómñisS
was taken to the Tucumcarl oner, at Solano is still on the
I

i

Joseph Jones and Steve Powell
attended the exercises at Mt.
View Friday night.
s
B. B. Shaw and family visited
A. L. Hawkins Sunday.

Registered French Perdieron Stallion,

LEOPOLD

99421

Grandma Witt has returned
home from Oklahoma.

Recorded, Perdieron Society of America, No. 101778.
Color, Black, white star in face. Foaled May 4, 1911, Bred
by M. Hubert, Dept. of Orne, France.
Best TON STALLION In New Mexico. Licence No.

Rev. Herring preaches at the
Mofax Church Sunday.
Sunday School every Sunday
11 o'clock Hoover time.

Private Gerald Forrest returned home from the amy.
Gerald has been in the hospital
for several months.
j- -

,

li19

S'JSvfe' Season ot
Farm, í mÜes West arid 6 mÜés North of

TAm
1 Gllllb, ipXiJ.

Mrs. Groveí Thórtdfl vlsitéd"
the Wagonñer hbrrie Saturday.!

RÓV,

To insure Colt to Teat

Several homesteaders were in
to wake final proof on their
homestead.
vsitl

$12.50 for Season. Impropriator

Miss Ruby Everett has Fétütü
ed home from Roy where she
has been attending school.

e

Friday: the men J. P. Mills,
dehorning and
s$d1 the
branding- cattle'
FOR SALE;

Solano, N, M.

-

ÍWítaat is looking fine,
ikos who have the láígesfe
aCTraeitave a splendid outlook.

Tbjack-s?-

40

in bulk.
& Olver

r

j!ídierts

y

8--

Interpreted.
Wihcn nn obituary states that the

i;d0
:

mnri

of his
was a stubborn
Globe.

lrthi"-m:Mn.'-

con---

vtoftou i tojfyfaiwte
na a glrA;ti!i:.j.on

Resources

I

w

VI
11

Ü

BARREU
OF
.

ta
m
V.

(c)U. S. Bonds Owned and unp'le"dgJ
8 Furniture and Fixtures
9 Real Estate, other than Banking Home,

H

11

lUfNC

'

h

$

fj

12

'3

COMPANY

15

Don't have to wait for the
money. It is waiting for you
Cúmplete Xt&sx to All Lands
n
Farm Mtg. Co.
and Town Property in Mora P. J. 'Conklin, Mgr. Roy N. M
County.
You

!Mora, New Mexico

16

(4

a Outside checks and
other ca.-i- items,

$619 4

b Fractional Currency,
nickels add cítate,

$214,75

was there to make a sketch of dr'eii's Hour 1111 a feast. For the
fcer. Luncheon was just over, ittt tiny toddlers there Is' a varied
sin was talking to a little .knot of nwnrli sometimes Uneeda Biscuit
1
mini, woiiipuuicji uruiiam
mtUH). Xüe nr.SC worus l nearu,
quietly Into a nearby seat, werí 1 r Oatmeal Crackerg or Lunch
Biscuit," recalling plea?! milt, This is changed on special
.awtji iiy own tasty Uneeda Lunch occasion to Old Time Sugar Cook-f- i
Neiv t om and, rarest of
liked her, and
daj when we had
irtal5jy Js she syoke
mose
I ice cream an
urt.'BS üíusv.

1

--

$500.00
M.S'O.M
90,06Í.32

He

unu

jui,ttwl a.'r.i í4

ajíarrti

(f
seias,waitugn(l

.'kit

(iPMlWHi

IkiUKp,

.M'hdii

i

.tortdle.iI'i
iU)

i2!

Jf

m,v

eaay

....The,
--

.Chlldy'X

te

V

national

mark package.

Biscurr

yt

yas

wmWw.

dainty, al- "Von
a
ni? National
mt on. "aro amchliiiir-i-lZrrThey are moat; lo?awe,;aua íílscult Products can be. During the
tnata.
,
tmctHld. aftftr- thev'vei, had years when nji.bableg were growing
n'
National JBiacult; up we never-- ', missed the
; something to eat
,
Ilour with Its tasty feast.
;
Intica ..lw.ay ubegln 0 ,our ChU-e-

.

Il

:

.i!

.

-

.

"

The World and Life.
world is not a playground; It
ia m schoolroom. Life Is not a holiday.
iAui an wliKutloc Henry Druinmond.

tl8,000.00

..

Rhht Thinat Rlahttv.
murt tnkc care to do right things
np.iii.v; ror
7nr wnfence may hn
XCI!lil.- - Wilüura Pena.
Do

"We

..

In the Foster Block, Roy,

,'078:4

km

,

$179.--

,

OFFERS YOÜ k ÜÉto ITOCK
MERCHANÜiíÉ
At FAIR

$8,334
$16,213,2'

"

STATE OF NEW MEXICO,
COUNTY OF MORA,

We Buy Butter áfiá Eggs

notice-3- 5

$24.060.58
2fi8Tl9 49

mdké',-

I

We, H. B. Jones, President, C. L. Justice, Cashier,
of the above named Bank, do solemnly swear that thé
ábove Statement is true, to the best of our knowledge
Aid belief.
Signed- :-'
'

.

,

r

H. B. Jones, President,
C. L. Justice, Cashier,

Correct Attest,

GENERAL
PRICES

OF

j

S. Floersheim,
Director.
C. L. Justice, Director,
H. B. Jones, Director,

-

At Highest Market Prices
Pelts and all Farm and Ranch ProLce

Groce íes
Dry Goods, Shoes
Ready-to-We-

Clothing

ar

ChU-dre-

,

' Tlif

m
rt.

LUJAN & SON

JflS.ÓÓO.OO

subject to check
Individual Deposits,
'
Slate Deposits
"
County Deposits
Total of demtmcl deposits,
$204,280,47
Items 27 to 34

Total,

.of . the J loreriseal trade

SífX

CapiUl Stock Paid In
'
Surplus fund
UnJiviííd Peo'Mi
lll.0Jl.4J
((C) Less current expenses,
interest and taxes paid, $1985.04

Payable after 30 days or subject to 30 days
'
Certificates of deposit,"
Total of Time depssits,
$24,060,58

coldness rof

)1

F. S. BYowfr

Demand Deposits
27
32
33

itlbexent

Uneeda úUisuIt
'is duei to 'the . superior materials and methods- j
f,
nployed in the taking. The everlasting table4. i
U ennHnwaoB Uneeda Biscuit is due to secunty f

Uttn Í6 renxv?
large dirt pile by contract.

3C

Time Deposits,

fian
thnx

Olver

The New Store

$268,419 49

-

'

;iSlnce

u Jmii

cutíes.

tor

i3,i"-'Z2?i-

listening forj
they wf
il'WiJiven that h

.Widrt.
'Ilion,

trrrrttrnrtt

-- m

rni.rw.n.ili

i.

'2ii

ruc.K-IU-

&

Wantédí-- "
A man with

$755 93

Liabilities

,

Roberts

v

0,075.50

-

.

Hydrated Lime!
40 lb, sacks or in bulk,

$334.48

Coin and Currency,
-

west

Chinese and Telephones.
In spite of the fact that the average
.Chinese Is fond of u.sfng tho telephone,
It has been found difficult to obtain
enouch subscribers to support local
lines ia that country.

South-Wester-

Total,

10 íhiléS

north of Roy.

5,000.00

Net amt. due from Reserva Banks,
Net amt. due from Bants and Bankers,
other than included in 10 and 11)
b

Mothers day and Childrens day
are to be taken together the second Sunday in June at the Mofax'

rcleaned cane Church.

E. S. Cameron
5

$21.78

unsecured,

Mrs. Banks closed school Fri
day. She took her pupils over
to the Victory school house
where the Independence boy and
Victory boys played ball, Independence boys won.

seed 3i cents pef jtotifttl.

11)0,881.46.

3

MORA
ABSTRACT

d

1500 lba, good

except those shown on

Loans and Discounts,

2 Overdrafts,
0

two-yr-ol-

Cane Seed For Sale

i

--

'

Cattle For Sale
2 milk cows with calves
1
heifer
13 miles Northeast of Roy.
Harry Stewart

Réiiort of ths condition of the Roy Trust
New Mexico, at
& Saving Dank, of ROY,
'
May
12, 1919
the' close of business
"
20
Serial No.'

a;

Farm Loans

,

George Cochrane, Keeper.

STATE BANK REPORT

5 miles from Roy, a level
fó&d,Fencd, nearly all plow
fad, Spring will water 50
head.
Near Red River
breaks, PRICE, $7.50 per.
Inquire at thé
office,

Rev. J. T. Howell and wife
took dinner with John Everett
'
Sunday.
&

The Mills Perdieron Horse Company,

a good FARÍ!

320 Acres

-- Wort-maiü

n?to&teULime!

--

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 28th day of
A. D. 1919,
May.
JACOU FLQERSHEIM,
(SEAL)
.
. Notarífliv-''r'.íi!.i"
My conrmission cipire
Apri'. 4 1023.

ú

Pvoy"

hospital Sunday her daughter job and ready to do all the work
Friday' án'd1
Service by experienced breeder each Monday, Wednesday,
Service Reserved
lira. Woods a86mpanied her.
from Mosquero. Solano and sur
rcipW-sibliMe.i'Srowii'&many friends hope rounding territory. Soldier
Care will be taken to prevent accidents but will not be
Saturday, at 3 P.M. Fast TiroeJ.
and
ttfris change will result in a bailors work free. Always go
Parting with, or removing mare from the neighborhood forfeits instashould any occur.
speedy recovery.
to your nearest Commissoner.
nce and season becomes die and payable at once, mare standing for same
Office
my
at
home 4 miles S. W.
3. M: Beard and family, T. M.
Soano.
cf
guest
were
wife
the
Tl35den.and
vofTieo.UKcas

1

Ole Olson and Wife are visiting theif son Edwin Olson. They
like the looks of N. M. fine.

Wanted Girl or Woman well
experienced in general house

Liberty

'

""""

J, C. Robertson, wife áhd
daughter Ruth left for Missouri
:t
fpi
.
J
ml
uata,1. uic
Aiiey wiiib
inursuay.

WE SOLICT YOUR PATRONAGE
.

'

UEMIGIQXOPEZ

JUAN LUJAN

.

73L

r

